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Young Wild Y/cst After the Death Band

'

OR, SAVING ARIETTA FROM THE SECRET CAVES
By AN OLD SCOUT

-

CHAPTER !.-The Peculiar Smoke and the
Placard.

In one of the wildest parts qf the mountains
of New Mexico a tl1i1) column. of sulphurous
smoke wa,s rising from ,a crevice that ran zig-zag
across a big mass of rock that was almost coneshaped. It was in the spring of foe year and
the melting snow on the sunny side of the steep
peaks 1·an clown in tiny rivulets only to make
the common purpose of meeting and forming a
turbulent mountain stream that went dashing,
seething downward to feed some creek, or else
to be sucked up in the dry sands of some desert
waste.
The column of smoke alluded to seemed
strangely out of place to the party of riders, who
saw it when they were yet a mile away from
the spot. T11e party consisted of Young Wild
Vv'est, the dashing boy hero, who was known by
many as the Prince of the Sa<:lclle, because of his
skill and daring at breaking and riding wild
horses, and who was the acknowledged Charilpion
Deadshot of the West. Much has been written
about Young Wild West, s9, it is hardly necessary to give a detailed descnption of him.
Suffice it to say that though but a boy in
years, he was a man in every other sense of the
word. He h.ad about attained his growth, was
handsome :erl :possessed the figure of a welltrained athlete, wore a wealth of light chest-rmt
hair hangbg- below his shoulders, and invariably
rode a splendid sorrel stallion which he called
Spitfire. His attil'e, which was a fancy hunting
suit of buckskin, was alwia)"S neat, for he had
more tban one, aNi took pleasure in keeping himself in sb1.ve. Oicen he went without the coat,
and then he loo1rnd at ease in a costly blue silk
shirt, which showeJ off his shapely shoulders and
athletic fo1m to the very best advantage.
Having strucl= it rich in the Black Hills when
he was but sixteen years of age, he haLl since
tLat time, \Yhich was about two or three years,
been enJo?ing life by ri(ling about the wildest
parts of the West, searching for adv~nture, and
fortune, too, for he was al,,·ays looking out for
g:old in the mining regions he passed through.
liut a· ,r,·1,v ·e ,\'C\S Lis hobby, antl the more
thrillir><,· it \':as, and the more dangers he came
upon, th,, \Jett.er it suited him.. As we find him
at r. 1-,111, on fois delightful spring morning,
wutchir ,-; t'- • qr:ce1·-loi1king srnol-:e, he is acP.ompanied l,y l.is two partners, Cheyenne Charliti

and Jim Dart, and the three girls, who h
traveling with him for the past two year
Cheyenne Charlie, like the boy hims
been born and reared in "Wyoming; hence
what might be termed a real Western
had let his dark hair grow nntil it ca
his shoulders, and ,vit:h a heavy mu&tach1l>:ii:t.t'1e"1t-~
o:fl' his bronzed face, he w;;is decidedly ha
He had put in several years as a scout
Army, which made him ,a man of experience in
Indian fighting. But he lacked the qualifications
to be a leader, and when he found Young Wild
West he came upon one whom he could follow,
no matter where the path might lead.
Jim Dart was a boy chum of the dashing young
deadshot, and though he never had a great deal
to say, he was always on hand wh<>n wanted.
He, too, was a true boy of the wild West. But
it seemed that our hero had been born to be a
leader, and his aggresisiveness and his determination to do the right thing and put down the
lawless bands that infested many parts of the
West at the time of which we are writing, had
given him a reputation that many a man old
enough to be his grandfather would have beeµ,
proud to own.
If the skill the boy possessed was unsurpassed
-which was surely the 0as:e--his coolness, daring and <"xcellent jt1dg-ment could not be matched
the world over. No wonder, then, foat Young
\Vild West was one \\'hnrn the boys of Amel'i<?a
might well st.rive to emulate! The gfrls we have
mentioned -were Arietta Murdock, the charmino·,
·golden.. hairnrl '.Vest;.:,,n miss, who ,;,.-a,, the sweetheai.·t of oul' hero; Anna, the wife of Chevenne
Chm•lie, am! Eloise Gardner, the girl sweethcm:t
of Jim D,wt.
The latter two haLl not bec,1 re:ll'Nl in t!-,?
\Ves~, but L,ev hacj Ii, ell tbei e a sufl.ki-Jnr, lrn ~ .h
of tm1e to 1,t,!ke tncm tocorne 'lB ...1 •c it- "· .. ,-:,
~11~ they_ ha~. come _t,, Joye 1he liie L1• 1 ,,- "·'.c
hTI.11.g, vvith. li...S var .... 1ng .~·, ene;.~t ple~; I~'.::·, 11c~1· ()pr ~r;t.:·1Hls
shiJJS, excitemen\ rrn 1i lLr:n<?,~rs.
were ve1'}' we: eq1.i1•1:ed f,Jl' che Ji:-e t1,ey , · ,e
leading. B(-):-·.1.~'._~s t'a ·ing nn t;~xcei'triv cr1._.,~1~>i:1g
outfit .ud ,i,,,a;,; 1 a';ing- it n pob:- :,i be -1·:e--l
supplied \Yit.h rhe p ·w;,,ions they !·.'~ 1e,l, th,y
had two CJ1irar_,,,,1 h th.Jr emp!oy. one a, a
cook r.ud the ot: "l' ns a 'handv man."
There ,1,ere h -, ..1.~·rf., 1~.:111I0d "\Ving- V'la:1 a::id
Hop \Vah. The fo1 mer wa,s the cook ,rnd the
latte1.· tl1e "!7~!.11 d•/ 111 ..111. 11 1·:''ld1e tliev 10ukr:d rv1ct
alike anti WCI\) ~ypirnl Chinamen, such as are t!
1
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be found at the mining camps of to-day, there
was as much difference between their temperaments and knowledge of things as there is between a walnut and an oyster. Wing was just a
plain, everyday Chinaman, who was perfectl_Y
willing to do his share of the work, and then sit
and doze when he had nothing to do. Hop, on
the other hand, was the liveliest sort of a "heathen" that one would be apt to come across in a
month's travel. He was an expert sleight-ofhand performer, a professional card sharp, a
lover of practical joking and rather fond of
whisky, which he always called "tanglefoot."
As Young Wild West sat in the saddle, watching the thin column of sulphurous smoke that
was rising from the top of the cone-shaped rock,
a puzzled expression came over his handsome
face.
"What do you make out of that, Charlie'?" he
asked, turning to the scout, who was fully as
1
p 1zzled as he was himself.
''It's what I call blamed curious, Wild," was
the reply. "That smoke don't come from wood
burnin', tha;t's sartin. I reckon we'd better try
ter find out."
"Just what I think. Come on."
The trail they had been follf>wing was the route
of the Overland stagecoach, which plied between
Sa11ta Fe and <a hustling little mining camp fifty
miles to the east, which bore the name of Firefly.
Halfway between the two Points there was a
good-sized shanty, with stables attached, and
here it was that horses were changed. This halfway place was in charge of two men, who were
paid small wages ·by the Overland Company, and
who made money by hunting m1d selling pelts.
YoUJ1g Wild West had stopped there at noon
that day, and after covering fifteen miles since
two o'clock they had suddenly come in sight of
the smoke. Though we have said the spot was
in one of the wildest parts of the mountains, the
trail was one that was much traveled, for Firefly was a growing camp, and peqple were going
to and from it nearly every day.
Our friends heard of the place while they were
in Santa Fe for a day or two, and they decided to
ride over and see what Firefly looked like. They
had also heard that there was a gang of desperadoes, callini. themselves the Death Band, located somewhere along the trail. No one had
been able to locate them as yet, and as many
robheries had been committed by them, frequent
hold-ups of the :;:tagecoach occun-ing, with bad
results for the passen<sers every time, a reward
had been offered for the leadet· of the band, dead
or alive.
As Young Wild ,Yest and his friends rode on
a few yards from. the !-pot where they had halted
they suddenly rounded a bend in the trail, and
right before them, nailed to a big tree, was a
placard which bore the following:
$1,000 REWARD!
The above sum will be paid for the capture
of Bill Dare. leader of the gang known as the
Death Band, dead or alive. All information will be thankfully received, with the
gua1·antee that the person giving it will not
havo his name divulged.
J. HART. Sheriff,
(Signed)
Santa Fe, N. M.

"That's pretty good, boys," said the young
deadshot. "A thousand dollars isn't picked up
every day. There is a chance for some one."
"You are thinking of yourself, I'll bet!" spoke
up Arietta, looking at him with a smile on her
face.
"Well, such things do generally interest me,
Et," wa,s the reply. "There is no teJling but that
we may run across the Death Band, and if we
do we'll try for that reward. I haven't any use
for such galoots as Bil,! Dare. We'll see how
much he will dare, if I happen to meet him on
even terrns."
A couple of minutes later they came in sight
of the conical-shaped rock, but there was no
smoke there now. It was slightly to the left of
the trail, and when they got almost opposite to
it our hero called a halt.
"I am going to try and get up there and see
where the smoke came from," he said resolutely.
"Be careful, Vvild," cautioned Arietta. "You
may be running into a trap."
"That's all right, Et,"' was the reply. "If I
do run into a trap, I reckon I'll get out again.
If I don't, it will be the first time."
They all dismounted and watched the dashing
young deadshot unt.il he was lost sight of among
the bushes and rQcks.
"I can't help thinkin' that ther yaller smoke we
:;:een has g-ot somethin' ter do with ther Death
Band, as they call it," obse:-ved the scout, shakinlf his head. "I reckon I better go after Wild,
an see that he don't git inter a trap, Arietta."
"Do so, Charlie," 1·eplied the girl. "I think that
just about the proper thing to do."
Cheyenne Charlie set out in the same direction
taken by the dashing young deadshot.

CHAPTER II.-The Death Band and the Secret
Caves.
It will be in order now to find just what caused
the sulphurous smoke to rise from the conical
rock that loomed above the rough, jag-g-ed ones
on all sides of it. The spot was just about four
hundred feet from the trail, but tllere Wlil! a
wedge-shaped wall of earth and rock that ran
strai~ht out from the mountainside, and this shut
off all view of it until one got directly opposite
it. But even then nothing could be · seen that
would indicate that there was anything out of
the usual order of things there. But there was
'
just the same.
The rounded surface, with its crack through
which the yellowish smoke had been pouring,
6imply covered a big cave. These caves, as we
will call them, are still being found occasionally,
and in many of them valu,able relics have been
discovered, as well as golden urns and the like.
It was in one of these caves that the fire that
made the smoke arise was burning. The fire was
smoldering in a corner, where there was a big
wide fireplace that had been built of even-cut
stones. The chimney might have been formed by
natural causes, or it might have been improved
upon by the hand of man. Anyhow, there was a
good draught to it, and a fire once started would
burn without throwing any smoke into the cave.
Just at the very time that Youn&" Wild West
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was approaching there were as many as a dozen
men in the cave. They were sitting and lying
about on boxes and skins, and one ,vas bending
over the fire. A tall, rather handsome man sat
on the only thing that could be caJ.letl a chair,
and he was watching the man at the fire.
"The smoke is all done now; eh, Jake?" he
remarked.
"Yes, Gap; it has been done with fur a couple
of minutes now. I've put on some charcoal now.
Ther yaller smoke is gone, an' nothin' kin be seen
comin' from ther crack now. I reckon ther boys
has seen ther signal, if they're anywhere nigh."
"Well, I hope the} have. The Overland stage
is coming through ,about five o'clock, and we _,ant
to stop it. There's as much as eight thousand
dollars aboard, and there will be plenty of passengers, too. But since t.here are to be six horsemen with it, to g1.1ard it, we will need all hands,
I guess. That's why I ordered the signal to be
sent up. We must make a clean job of it, and
we don't want to have a man shot, you know.
That is not our way of doing business. The
Death Band is one that prnst live. Ha, ha, ha!"
Some of the men scattered about the cave
joine<l in the laugh. It was evident that the leader of the Death Band, as it was called, was a
popular one. His name was Bill Dare, and he
was in an exultant frame of mind now. He got
up from ·the old chair, which looked as though it
might have . been taken from some tavern, and
began walking slowly about the cave. Suddenly
he turned and went to a doorway, which was
arched at the top, and, passing through, entered
a straight passage that led to a flight of stone
steps.
Down he went for at least twenty steps and
then he came to another arched doorway. Into
a wide chamber he walked, which was easily
fifteen feet below the cave whern the men were
gathered. On either side was a shelving rock,
so uniform that it seemed that it must have been
made for some important purpose. Bill Dare
passed through the chamber without noticing
anything particular. He had been there many
times before, so it was not new to him.
The full length of the cave was easily a hundred feet, and when he had reached the encl of
it he turned to the left and went through another doorway. There were plenty of these, for
it seemed that the Secret Caves were connected.
Light came through the rocky ceiling fifty feet
above him. It was a crooked crack that admitted it, and it was possible that the break had
not occurred until after the caves had been fashioned by those who had found them centuries
befoi-e.
But the natural light was all right. If it had
not been that they were iighted in that way Bill
Dare, the captain of the .ueath Band, would never
!have found them. In the th:u-d cave a number
of horses were stabled, and as the captain saw
that they were all right, nibbling away at their
ihay, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"A score of as good horses as can be found
anywhere in this part of the country," he muttered. "Oh, we are nicely fixed here! What care
I for the notices the sheriff has posted about?
Ha, ha, ha! It is to laugh!"
A wide opening, a little farther on, which looked to be one that had come by accident, was now
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his objective poi.nt, and once there he WcJ.S looking out into a narrow defile which ran through
the mountain itself, it seemed. The captain went
outside, and then he stood looking up the defile,
as though he exnected to see some one coming.
If he d1d, he was soon gratified, for around a
slight bend, a quarter of a mile away, a small
band of horsemen suddenly appeared. The villainous leader of the Death Band gave a nod of
satisfaction.
"It is as I thought," he muttered. "They were
on the way here, and they saw the smoke signal.
Well, I am glad, for it will take all hands to
do the job we have ahead of us. The Overland
people are aroused, and they have given a bond
to deliver the money bo;x safely to the smelter
people in Firefly. Tl1ey have gone to the expense
of hiring a lot of cowboys-the most daring and
1·eckless t'hey could find, so they say. But we
will see what they amount to when the Death
Band appe•a.rs before them."
He chuckled softly, and then waved his hat to
the approaching horsemen, eight in number.
Counting himself, this made the hand number exactly twenty, so it would seem that the Overland st~gecoach passengers, driver and escort
were going to have a hard time of it before they
reached their destinoation that day.
The men were. dressed much the same as ordinary cowboys, and would have been taken for
them, no doubt, even by the sheriff himself, if
he had met them. But they were really hardened
criminals, the same as those inside the Secret
Cave, and nearly all of them were wanting in
some State or Territory for the crimes ·they 'ha-d
com~nil"ted. The captain gave them a warm welcome and escorted them in.

CHAPTER III.-Wild and Charlie Get Into the
Secret Caves.
There was a thick growth of cedars at the foot
of the conical-shaped hill, and once Young Wild
West g,ot among them he could no longer see the
trail, or his friends. He figured on climbing to
the top of the elevation, an-d as he pushed his
way along he was 011 the watch for some way to
get up. Connected with the hill was a ridge of
rocky formation, which grach.ally widened as it
proceeded toward the steep side of the mountain. As the boy clambered up·,vard he could
not help thinking that the top of the ridge bore a
strong semblance to the tops of a row of buildings. \Vhile it was no exact representation, the
general outlines ca.me close to it. From the tTail
below no such a view could be taken of it, so
that would make it unnoticed.
The fact that they had seen smoke comi11g
from the top of the rocky hill was quite enoL1gh
to convince · our friends that there was a c~ve
somew'here under it; and when he likened the
top of the ridge to housetops, Wild thought that
they might have been such once upon a time.
He had traveled condderably in New Mexico, and
he lmew that for caves it was a place that could
hardly be beat. Wild had also heard some talk
about the sunken towns of the Aztecs that were
supposed to be thei'e. He had come across underground chambers that undoubtedly had been
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:formed by man on two or three different occasions; out Arizona was the place where this
genere.Hy happened.
He was thinking of all these things as he slow·
ly, but surely, worked his way to the top of the
uneven hill of rock. There were clumps of
bushes and stunted trees growing from the fissures that were filled with earth, and it was
quite easy to work his way among them. One
thing about it, Wild did not want to be seen
from the trail even. His own friends could see
him; othexs could, too. The boy was on a secret
mission, and he felt that he was going to make
a discovery. He did not know that Charlie was
following him until he was nearly at the top of
the ascent. Then the scout overtook him, for
since he ihad some one to follow, he had proceeded
faster.
"Arietta thought I'd better faller yer, an' I
thought so, too," Charlie said, as he reached his
side. "Maybe it'll be better fur ther two of us
te1· be here. Yer can't tell what might happen.
Where there's smoke there must be fire, an'
where there's fire there must be some one ter keep
it goin'."
"That's right, Charlie," Wild answei-ed, nodding- his head and smiling at him.
They both spoke in whispers, for they knew it
was hardly safe to let their presence be known,
if there was any one close by. The two now made
their way to the top, and then the opening in
the rook through which the smoke had come was
discovered. Charlie gave a nod of satisfaction
and looked at Wild. The boy smiled at him, and.
then he whispered:
"Do you smell anything, Charlie?"
"Yes," was the reply. "Smells like gas ter

me."

Straight for the fissure they crept, the bushes
a.nd rocks giving them a chance to go around
without being seen. The odor of charcoal gas
grew stronger as they crept along close to the
opening in the rocky surface, and in a few seconds they were right where it was emerging.
Holding his breath, Wild peered over and looked
down as far as he was able to. He saw what appeared to be a regular ehimney built of stones.
It was only a brief glanee he got at it, but that
was sufficient.
"Charlie, I reckon there's a regul·ar dwelling
place below. They use charcoal, so no smoke
will be seen when they cook. But the yellow
smoke we saw oame from this same place, I am
sure. That must have been sent up purposely.
A sig11al, probably."
"Maybe so, Wild."
Having found that there was a chimney there,
our hero was eager to find out more. He led the
·way to the rear side of the 1·ocky hill and then
found himself looking down into :. narrow defile
that ran back to the steep side of the mountain.
A turn shut off the vie-v, of it, so he could not
tell just where it went, though he was quite sure
that it went on through, either in the form of a
cut or underground. Charlie nodded as he sa,v
what the 1>oy was looking at.
"If that ain't a trail that's user putty often
I'll miss my reckon.in', that's all!" he exclaimed,
in an undertone. "It _looks jest like a place where
a band of ba.d galoots could git in an' out of
ther cave under us; an' it goes around an' comes

out on ther regular trail somewhere, 'yer kin
bet!"
"Just what I was thinking, Charlie."
"S'pose we git down there an' see what it looks
like?"
"A good idea, Charlie. You have got your
thinking-cap on to-day, it seems."
Without any loss of time, they began working
their way down the hill. While they were up
thete nothing in the foTm of a cone could be noticed by t,hem; but from a distance that was just
the shape of the elevation. They soon got do,vn,
and then almost the first thing they noticed was
tJhe wide opening that led into the Secret Caves.
Wild was not surprised.
"I reckon we'll go in there, Charlie," said Wild
nodding his head. "Just be reacly for something
to happen. It may be t11at we'll get into a nest
of hornets, or something worse."
The scout gave a noel and then they boldly entered the wide opening. Once inside they soon
found the stabled horses, and then thev knew
they had ~truck the retreat of the Death Band.
The two walked through the ,vide chamber, treading noiselessly. The horses looked around at
them in the semi-darkness of the place. and one
of them whinnied. This caused them to ·hug close
to the wall on the left.
They soon came to the long gallerr, with the
dusty shelving of rock on either side, and keeping rig-ht on, they came to the long flight of
steps that led upward. Pausing here, they listened. and as the sounds of voices came to their
ears rather faintly, they knew they were pretty
close to the band of villains. The two had barely
reached the top of the flight when they heard
footsteps approaching. Wild looked around, and
seeing a convenient place to hide, he took the
scout by the ann and pulled him in after him.
Twenty seconds later a man passer! them and
:i,vent on down the stone steps. It was Bill Dare,
the captain of the Death Band, as the reader
can easily guess. Waiting until he had reaehed
the "bottom, Wild stepped out and moved around,
so he might see where the man had come from.
Then it was that he got a sight of the headquarters of the Death Band and saw the villains
present.

CHAPTER IV.-The Unexpected Visit of the
Chinaman.
Bill Dare was very glad •a t the return of the
rest of his men, as has been stated.
"Boys," he said, as they unsaddled their
horses. "I am glad to have you here, for I need
you all. I suppose you saw the smoke signal?"
"Yes, but we was bound fur here anyhow
Cap·n Bill," a.]Jsw~1·ed one of them. '"ls ther~
anything particular on hand?"
- "I should say there was, Chris. The stagecoach is coming this afternoon with a box of
money. Vve want the money-we need it badly,
you know. There will be passengers, too, and
they most likely won't be exactly broke. But
there are six cowboys coming along with the outfit to protect it from the Death Band, you know.
That's what I wanted you for, There may be
more than . six of them; I don't know exactly.
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Probably there might be as many as twenty of
them."
"Well, I reckon we'll soon put 'em on ther
run," said Chris, with a great degree of confidence. "When them fellers once gits a look at
us, with our masks on, an' ther big skulls shin.in'
on our breasts, they'll furgit about firin', maybe.
Oh, we'll fix 'em all right, Cap!"
They all went to what might be called the
main cave now, an<l soon there was an animated
discussion going on. The captain looked at his
watc:h.
"It is getting close to four o'clock," said lie.
"About five the outfit will be coming along. Put
on your working shirts, boys."
The villains quickly repaired to their bunks,
and then they began donning flannel shirts that
had grinning skulls painted on the fronts . The
gruesome pictures were painted upon canvas,
and they were so natural in appearance that a
master hand must have done the painting. The
captain nodded when every man had donned one
of the shirts. Then he coolly removed his coat
and the shirt he wore, ,and a fine steel-linked vest
was buttoned ,a bout him. The vest was nothing
more or less than a portion of a suit of mail,
and in spite of its apparent lightness, it would
stop a rifle bullet. Over this Bill _Dare put a
shirt that contained one of the skull pictures.
It was a more expensive shirt than the rest, too;
but that was no doubt because he was the captain.
"I'll face them, boys," he said, w:hen he had
buttoned the shh-t. "They say I bear a charmed
life and I guess I do, when I have my coat of
mall on, anyhow. Four times I have had a bullet to land right over my heart, and that is why
I have the left breast doubly protected. No bullet can ever reach my heart, boys! That is where
the most of them aim for, too. Of course, I have
to take the chances of having them shoot at my
head. But ther don't do that, because they always shoot quick, and it is the body they aim
for. I am sorry we haven't more of the steel
coats. I paid an old Mexican two ~mndred dol·
lars for this one, as you know. He can't get
another one, he said; so we'll have to let it go.
But I'll take all the risk, though, so you needn't
mind. I have got plenty of nerve, and it is
th.at which counts in th.is so;rt of business."
A faint cheer went up, _which told how much
the villa.ins thought of their daring leader. Captain Bill Dal'e smiled. He was pleased at the
demonstration. But suddenly there came a startling interruption. There was a rattle and a
clatter in the chimney, and down came several
stones and a pile of dirt, Jandi11g in the big pot
that "·as hanging over the charcoal fire. The
cook for the band had been making a venison
stew and it was nearly done. But when he saw
the mess of stones and dirt come down, and the
pot became overturned, :he uttered a cry of dismay.
But that was not all. Scarcely a second elapsed before a human body came down, landing almost squarely in the fire and bounding from it
like a rubber ball!
"Hip hi!" came from it, in a shrill falsetto
voice. "Me allee saniee dlop down um chimney!
Me um Ghinee Santa Claus, so be! Hip 11i! Hoolayl"
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Consternation seized the twenty men composing the Death Band. This was the most surprising thing they had ever been subjected to. But
the captain quickly recovered himself, and springing fonvard, he caught their visitor by the arm.
"What are you doing here?" he demanded, as
he quickly slipped a mask over his face before
the Chinaman had a chance to see what he looked like.
The rest .immediately turned their faces, and
when they looked again they, too, were masked.
The Celestial must have made the exclamation
we have recorded without realizing what he was
doing-or it may be that he was but playing off,
for he was now looking about the cave in a way
that told he was one of the most frightelled mortals that ever drew the breath of life. He looked
around at the masked faces, shook h.is head sadly
and then looked at the fireplace. Some of the
men grinned, showing it below the black masks
they wore.
"Wha ttee mattee?" Hop finally asked.
"You don't know what is the matter, eh?"
queried Captain Bill Dare.
"Me climbee uppee hill to lookee w11ere my
fliends; me \valkee by um clack in um glound;
Jen me smellee sometling lat makee siekee, so
be. Bang! bang!-clickety~bang! Me comee
down allee samee before me say Jackee Lobinson!"
The way in ·which he spoke was innocent and
truthful, as well as humorous.
'.'One of you go outside and look around, boys,"
sa1d the captain. "Maybe his friends are in
sight."
The man called Chris quickly left the main
cave, heading for the lower ones.

CHAPTEll V.-Hop Fools the Death Band.
As the reader has no doubt guessed, it was
Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman, who had tumbled down the chimney to the headquarters of
the Death Band. Hop was itching to go and hunt
around the vicinity when Young Wild West started out, and when Cheyenne Charlie set out after
him he made up his mind to go, anyhow. And
he made straight for the hill. He had noticed
the W·a y Wild and Charlie had gone and he took
care to follow in their footsteps. B~t he did not
·want to come upon them suddenly, for he was
not sure that they would be pleased at his having followed them.
Hop moved with no little caution. Pretty soon
he reac:hecl the top of the hill. The era.ck in the
earth was the1·e, and so was the odor of burning charcoal. He lmew what that was right
m,,ay, for he had quite a knowledge of all such
things. He moved around, being very careful,
as he thought. He leaned over the crack about
ten feet from the spot where the gas was arising.
He found he could see down into a cave, though
the opening slanted so murh that he could not
get a view of anything more than one of the
sides of it. But if he could not see, he could
hear the sounds of voices.
"l\Ie fmdce outee sometling, so be," muttered
the clever Chinam:m under his breath. "Me won-
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dee where Misler Wild and Misler Charlie go? the right thing here, and maybe you'll come out
a big winner.·,
Maybe ley allee samee findee out, too, so be."
"Allee light. Wbattee me callee you?"
After finding which way the wind was blowing
"Captain Bill Dare is my name."
he got around and moved up to the place where
"Allee light."
the gas was coming from. He got to it, and
"I am leader of the Death Band."
when he saw a wide flue that looked just like a
Hop shook his head.
chimney cut off even with the roof of a house, he
"Lat allee light," he declared. "Me hear 'boutee
was not a little surprised.
"Lookee lilrne velly goodee stone workee," he um De,a th Banc!. Velly bad Melican mans, so
mused, as he glanced at the mas.cmry. "Been be. But me no care. Me comee flom China.
done allee s-amee velly long timee, so be. Lis Me do allee samee whattee me told, so be. Me
old place where um Chinee livee, too, thlee thou- wantee makee lillee money. Allee samee pletty
muchce dead bloke now, so be."
sand years ago."
To prnve this, the cleve1· Chinaman pulled out
A spirit of mischief cazne over Hop as he
looked down the chimney. The temptation to a well-worn pocketbook and opened it. Only a
throw something down became so strong upon few piece,s of silver could be seen in it and a fivehim· that he could not resist it. He quickly do1la1· bill, which looked as though it ihad been
gathered some stones of the size of his fist and folded so long that it was about ready to break
a little larger, and then stepping up softly, he into pieces.
"You ain't exactly broke," observed Pete, the
let them go down altogether. Then he laughed,
for he could ,h ear the sounds of confusion below· cook. "But you're leanin' toward that way, I
re·c kon."
him.
Hop put his pocketbook back in his pocket,
But the laugh suddenly ceased, for the Chinaman had gone just a bit too close to ~he edge of smiling sadly as he dirl so. T11en he started in
the opening, and as one of the stone oloeks sud- to J1elp Pete clean up the muss he had caused.
denly gave way he slipped and shot downwind
like a shot. So unexpected was it that before
Hop could thrust out his hands to catch himself,
or stay his descent, he was halfway down the CHAPTER Vl.-Charlie's Fight With the Outflue. His fall was checlrnd somewhat by the
law.
stones his hand11. and feet came in contact with,
hut it was no use! He landed alongside the
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were
overturned pot of venison stew and let out the 'hiding where they could hear all that took place
cry, as has already been told.
.
in the main cave of the Death Band; and they
The clever Chinaman was nothing if not re- could see some of it, too. It was very interesting
sourceful. At first he intended to make it ap- to them, and not a little amusing. Hop's sudden
pear as though he had jumped down among the descent into the cave surprised them about as
villains just fo:r the purpose of showing them much as it did the villains, and they were ready
how brave he was; but it quickly flashed upon to start in shooting, providing the men decided
him to play the part of a poor Chinee, who was to put an encl to the Chinaman. But the way
badly frightened, and this he did.
Hop worked it made them realize more imcl more
"Me velly go,odee Chinee," declared Hop. "Me what a genius he was. Our hero and the scout
likee Jmee job to eookee for you, so be. Me now knew all about the proposed hold-up, and
they meant to prevent it. To spoil the game of
velly goO{]ee cookee."
"Well, s'pose yer tTy your hand at g-ittin' sup- the Death Band would be the thing to do; and
per ready, then?" spoke up the man who usual- to capture Bill Dare, the leader, the next.
But since Hop had dropped down the chimney
ly did the cooking for the band. "You upset ther
pot of venison stew I was makin'. It was jest Wi1d's plans had to be altered. The clever Chinaman must be taken away from there. There
about do11e, too, which is a shame."
"We will have to wait until after our job is was only one way to do this with any ce,tainty,
that was to wait until the villains went out
done before we eat supper. boys," said the cap- and
to get ready for the hold-up of the stagecoach.
tain. "I wanted that stew real bad, and I mean Every
now and tl1en they took a peep, and they
to have it yet. Let the Chinaman try his luck
with you, Pete. If he don't know how to make could see that Hop was getting along swimit, you can help. We \Vil! leave you here with mingly. He was assisting the man named Pete
him. When we come back we won ·t feel clis- with the making of another venison stew. The
J)Osed to wait very long for our supper, you outlaws seemed to ihave plenty of provisions
there, -so there was nothing to hinder them going
know."
right ahead. A stream of water trickled down
"All right, Cap," Pete .,answered. "We've. got through the cave on one side, so they did not
plenty of st:1:fr ter make ano~her stew with."
have to go far for that, eithe·r . It was not long
"M.e heipee,·• sJ)Oke up Hop. "Me no care if after the stew was hanging over the fire again
me gittee goodee job here. Me likee make that Captain Bill Dare called all hands to their
plenty money, so be."
feet. He had lo-0ked at his watch, and he now
"\Yell, ho,v much did you get a month from s,aid:
the people yon were with?" the captain asked.
"Come, boys! We must go and •be ready to
"Me no workee month," lied the Celestial; "me get the money box. Once the Death Band gets
no havee um payday."
it safely into the Secret Caves we can defy all
"Oh, I see! You had a rather uncertain job the sheriffs in the country. Come! There are
of it. Didn't 1-.."Ilow what kind of a job it was, nineteen of us, and I think we will win without
in fact. Well, you just behave ;,ourself and do getting a scratch. Pete will stay he~e with ~e
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Chinaman, so there will be a good supper awaiting us when we return."
Then the villains, masked to a man and wearing their hideous-looking shirts, filed past Wild
and Charlie and went on down to where the
horses were.
"We've got to get a move on us, Charlie,"
whispered the dashing young deadshot. "Thel'e
is no use in going at it in a roundabout way,
either."
"That's right, Wild," was the reply. "We'll
jest sneak in an' make that galoot in there with
Hop unde1,stand that if he wants ter live he's got
ter keep his mouth shet till we git him fixed."
Listening, they heard the clatter of hoofs on
the stone floor of the cave below. Then they
knew the Death Band was leaving. But not sure
that they could not hear a shout for help, providing the man called Pete might give one, Wild
waited until the sounds ceased. Then he stepped
out of the•niche and boldly walked into the main
cave. The scout was right at his side when he
got there. Hop and the villain sat near the
charcoal fire, talking away at a great rate.
Neither of them heard the two until they were
within a few feet of them. Then Charlie coughed
on purpose to attract their ,a ttention.
"Hello, Misler Wild! Hello, Misler Charlie!"
called out the dever Chinaman, as he saw them.
"Whattee you allee samee do here?"
The other occupant of the cave gave a gasp of
astonishment.
"Hands up, you sneaking coyote!" exclaimed
Wild, not noticing what Hop said.
The muzzle of a revolver was leveled squarely
at him, so thei-e was nothing for Pete to do but
to obey the command.
"Don't s·h oot, young feller," he said. "I ain't
done nothin'. Me an' ther Chinee is jest takin'
it easy here, that's all."
Wild stepped up to disarm the man. He took
the revolver from his belt and handed it to Hop.
Then he reached for the long-bladed hunting
knife. But just then Pete drew back quickly and
ran like a deer. But quick as he was, he did not
get many steps before Charlie g rabbed him. But
he had his knife yet, and, drawing it, he made a
slash at the scout.
"Ah!" exclaimed Charlie. "Do yer want ter
fight? All right."
He had dodged the thrust easily, and in less
time than it takes to write it he :had his own
bowie in his hand. Clash-clash! The two,
blades came together, for Pete was certainly
willing to fight. Around the cave they went,
Charlie trying to keep his foe where the light
was the strongest, so he could watch his every
move. Pete was desperate. He seemed to have
forgotten that if he should master the man he
was fighting with he still had the boy, who had
made him hold up his hands at the start, to
contend with. Charlie kept pricking him with
the point of his knife.
He did this to show him that he was but at
his mercy. As Pete made a desperate effort, and
tried to force an opening so he might put in a
blow that would finish the fight, Charlie sidestepped and gave out a quick thi::ust that settled
the business. The outlaw dropped to the floor o-f
the cave with scarcely a groan.
"Come on," said Wild, "we must get out of
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here. Hop, we won't go the way you came in.
There is another way."
Leaving the man where he cu·opped, Charlie
went along with Wild and the Chinaman. Down
the stairs, through the long chamber, and then
into the cave where the ·horses were kept they
went. But they did not linger here. The opening was right there, and out they went. Then
they cJ.ambered up the rocky hill and were soon
working around it to the side next the trail. As
they came down they found that Jim and the girls
were nowhere to be seen. But the sharp whistle
in imitation of the call of a quail quickly soundecl, and then they knew where they were. A
minute J.ater they joined their waiting companions. The story was quickly told. Then Wild
informed them what the Death Band was going
to do.
"I reckon we'll nip their game in the bud," hG
said.
CHAPTER VIL-The Hold-Up Is Prevented.
"Do you know just whe1·e they are going to
make the hold-up, Wild?" Jim Dart asked.
"No; but not very far from here, I reckon.
The stagecoach is clue at the spot at about five
o'clock. It is not very far from that time now."
He looked at his watch as he spoke and found
that it was twenty minutes to five.
"We'll wait here until five, anyhow," he said.
"Then if the outfit don't show up, we'll go back
until we find it."
While they wel'e waiting Hop gave a graphic
account of how he had tumbled down the chim.
ney into the cave.
When he had done Arietta looked at him and
said:
"I told you not to leave us, Hop. But I'll fol'give you this time. You are a very lucky Chinaman, anyhow. But suppose Wild a1;1d Charlie had
not been there--what then?"
"Oh, me velly soonee makee um Melican man
callee Pete allee samee me git.tee outee. Me givee
him um lillee dlink whattee allee samee makee go
sleepee pletty quickee, so be. Me gitee 'way allee
light."
"That's right, Hop; I reckon you would have
got away. O11 e man couldn't have stopped you."
It was vVild who said this, and he spoke as
though he meant it.
The Chinaman grinned.
If there was anything h e liked it was praise
from Young Wild West.
The girls were . very much interested in the
story they had heard about the Secret Caves. It
occurred to all three of them right away that
there must be gold hidden somewhere in them.
"Oh, Wild," said Arietta, "I should like to g·o
through the caves after the Death Band has
been routed. We might find something quite
worth our " ·hile, you know."
"All right, Et; I reckon we'll have a chance to
go through, all right. But we'll have to clean up
this gang first. There are nineteen rive ones
left, you know; and they are desperate fellows.
They won't give in very easy, you can bet on
that!"
"But they'll give in or die, though." spoke up
the scout. "When they tackle thei- job they've
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got on hand in a few minutes from now I reckon
they'fl be surprised. When they start ter shoot
from ambush it i!ieans that we're goin' ter shoot
ter kill. Ain't that right, Wild?"
"Yes, Charlie. But we mustn't give them a
chance to shoot down the guards, who are coming with the stagecoach. Their scheme must be
nipped in the bud."
"Well, yer kin count on me ter do my part,
anyhow."
"We all lrnow that, Charlie. We all-hark!
There comes the stagecoach now! She must be
a little ahead of time. Come on, boys! Girls,
you and the Chinamen will stay right here."
Then the dashing young deadshot sprang upon
the back of his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and rode
from behind the rocks and bushes to the trail.
Charlie and Jim followed suit so quickly that the
girls had no chance to make a reply. The clatter of the wheels kept right on, the sounds drawing nearer all the time. Around a bend the
three galloped, and just then a shot rang out. At
the same moment the four horses pulling the
stagecoach came into view. But Wild scarcely
saw tihem. He was looking in the direction the
shot came from, and as he saw a man placing a
rifle to his shoulder, as though to fire a second
shot, his own Winchester was leveled. Crang!
As the sharp :report rang out the man threw
up his arms, dropped the rifle and fell forward
from the rock he had been crouching upon. Another man sprang into view, and t~en the. scout's
rifle spoke. Down he went, followmg almost the
exact course of the other. Galloping horses then
· c~me around the bend, each with a cowboy on its
back. Crack! crack! crack! The shooting became fast and furious, for the masked gang had
become suddenly demoralized, and they showed
themselves unconsciously.
"Give it to them, boys!" shouted Young Wild
West. "Don't let one of them get away. Follow
them up! Watch where they go!"
Bill Dare, the leader, in spite of his suit of
mail, did not show himself just then. His men,
ho,Yeve1, realized that help had come to the stagecoach from an unexpected source and they were
cloino- their best to get away. It so happened that
thev had cngconced themselves in a place where
it ,;: a,; possible to gallop away under cover of the
rocks and the:,,- were now making for the defile
::is fa'st as their horses could carry them. But
Bill Dare found himself cut short of the chance
to follow them without showing himself as a
target. He mounted his horse and rode around
among the rocks until he managed to get between
our friends and the girls. lV[eanwhile, the stagecoach had come to a halt. The mounted cowboys,
who ha<l been hired to come with it, so it might
be protected from the Death Band, were gathered around it, and much excitement prevailed.
The first shot fired by the masked villains had
brought down the driver with a bullet in his left
fo1·earm. That was the only casualty the outfit
had suitered, and as it was nothing lilro a serious wound, all hands were jubilant. Young Wild
West and his two partners rode up, feeling sure
that the Death Band had beat a retreat for the
Secret Cave1-. But Wild wante<l to find out what
damage had been done, and when he learned that
the driver wag the only one who had been wounde:l he gave a nod of satisfaction. While the
0

wound was being bound up he told them all he
knew about the Death Band, and the information he had obtained by listening to some of
their conversation. But he did not tell that he
had been right inside their secret quarters. Wild
thought that unnecessary, as he wanted to have
the honor of capturing the leader of the band.
Anyhow, it would have been extremely risky
for any one to enter the Secret Caves just then,
for the villains would surely be on the watch.
The place where the hold-up had been attempted was right close to where the placard was
posted, and pointing that way, our hero said:
"I see that the sheriff offers a reward of a
thousand dollars for Bill Dare, dead or alive.
Well, we are going to try for that reward. We
don't exactly need the thousand dollars, but it
will come in handy when we get it, of course.
However, the honor of nabbing the scouldrel is
really worth more than the money. We i-ather
like to hunt down outlaws and bad Indians; it
has become a sort of second nature to us, you
know."
"I know," spoke up the passenger, who had recognized them. "I seen you fellers before. I've
heard lots about yer, too. I don't s'pose yer know
me, but I know you. I seen yer down in
Silver City about three months ago."
"Well, I am glad there is somebody here who
knows us," the boys· answered. "But I reckon
we'd better go and find out how the boys who
went after the masked galoots made out. I
haven't heard any shooting going on, so it's dollars to doughnuts that they haven't found them."
"It ain't likely they've found 'em, that's so,"
the driver observed. "You kin bet they've got a
place ter hide, all right. But it gives me good
satisfaction ter knew that ther galoot what
winged me got his medicine putty quick! I seen
him go, I did!"
"Well, I shot him, I reckon. He was getting
ready to take another shot, and I let go at him.
I can't say that I like to take the life of a human being, but there are times when it must be
done. Such fellows as they are shouldn't be allowed to run at large, anyhow. They meant to
shoot into your ranks, and they didn't care how
many they killed. They wanted the money box,
and they were going to get it, no matter how
many had to die before they did get it. But they
won't try many more hold-ups around here, I'll
guarantee that. We are going to get them.
We'll try to take the leader alive, too."
Just then a shout was heard down the trail, and
turning their gaze that way, they beheld a Chinaman running around the bend. It was Hop,
and it was easy for our hero to tell that something was wrong.
"~Esler Wild! l\Iisler Wild!" he shouted, waving his arms. "Um boss of um Death Band al!ee
samee gittee Missy Alietta! Hully uppee!"
Young Wild West turned pale. But he did
not let his wonderful coolness leave him.
"Come on, boys!" he exclaimed; and away he
rode like the wind.
CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta Is Taken to the Secret
Caves.
Arietta could hardly keep from following Wild
and his partners when they set out to meet the
stagecoach. But since her dashinl? youn!!" lover
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had told them to remain there, she felt that she
must do so. But after the shooting was over her
curiosity and desire got the best of ib.er, and, turning to Anna and Eloise, she said:
"It is all over-as far as any shooting is concerned, so I'll go up there and find out what happened."
Rifle in hand, she went around the rocks and
reached the trail. It was at that very minute
that a horseman came riding along from a direction opposite to that where the shooting had been
going on. The ground being soft, and as his
horse was at a walk, the horseman had made little noise in his approach, and 'he was right upon
the girl before she was hardly aware of his presence. Arietta never had the least idea that he
was one of the Death Band, much less the captain.
But such was the case, nevertheless. The
horseman was no other than Captain Bill Dare.
He had worked his way around among the rocks,
and had come out upon the trail on a little hill
nearly a quarter of a mile away. Almost the
fiTst objects he saw when he looked toward the
scene of the rout weTe the three girls and the
Chinamen. AU Chinamen looked alike to him,
so he did not think that one of them was the
identical fellow who 'had tumbled down the chimney into the cave. But he had ,seen the three,
who had gone to the Tescue of the stagecoach
party, and he thought it safe to venture back to
where the little party was gathered.
The sight of the girls was quite enough to
make him feel like taking the risk, anyhow, for
Bill Dare was one who always had an eye for a
beautiful girl. He did not know whether they
were pretty or not, but when he came upon Arietta he found that he was looking at one of the
prettiest girls ,11e had ever seen.
"Well, what are you doing here all alone?" he
asked Arietta.
"Oh, I am not alone!" was the cool reply. "I
have friends close by. They are right behind the
rocks there. I was just going over to see how
Young Wild West and his partners made out.
They started off to prevent a hold-up of the
stagecoach, and by the way the rifles and revolvers cracked for about a minute, I rather
think the road agents got what was coming to
them."
"Hold-up! Road agents!" gasped the villain
with affected surprise. "What have I run into?
I am on my way to Santa Fe, and if I ever get
there I ·will thank my stars, for Firefly is about
the wo1·st camp I ever struck. You are sure
your friends drove off the road agents, Miss?"
"No; not sure. But if I was going to bet, I
would bet that way," Arietta anS"\vered, completely deceived by the man's manner.
Anna and Elo,ise, as well as the two Chinamen,
were listening to the conversation, and only one
of the four had any suspicion that the man was
not what he was representing himself to be. This
was Hop. He felt certain that he had heard that
voice before, and he could not help linking the
horseman with the leader of the Death Band.
But he had not seen the face of Bill Dare, and,
thinking that it was impossible for that villain
to be in that spot just then, he simply waited to
see 'Nhat would follow.
Hop dtd not have very long to wait, either.
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The hoTseman had halted right close to the girl,
and a slight pressure of ihis heel caused the ,a nimal to swing around suddenly toward her. Then
as Arietta made a move to step back out of the
way, the villain suddenly leaned over and caught
her about the waist. Bill Dare was a powerful
man, and it was no great task for him to draw
her up across the horse's neck. The scream that
came from the girl's lips happened just at the
very time that tbe cowbo.ys and others were
cheering for Young Wild West, so it was not
heard by the young deadshot -and hls partners.
Away he dashed across the trail and among
the rocks and trees that were plentiful on the
other side. The moment it flashed upon her mind
that her dashing young lover knew just how to
get in and out of the Secret Caves it made 'her
feel that he would find a way to save her.
"Ah!" said the captain, as he saw that she was
calm and collected, and did not offer to scream
again, "you are what I call a very sensible girl.
You are one among a thousand, I might say.
That's right. Just take it easy, Miss Golden
Hair. You'll be all the better for it, I am sure."
The horse was simply going at a little jog
while he was ,t alking, for the way was too rough
for any speed to be made. But Bill Dare was
nearing the defile now, and in t}l.ree minutes more
he would be there, he knew, unless something extraordinary happened. Something extraordinary
had already happened. The sudden appearance
of the dashing ytmng deadshot and his partners
ha<l been enough to demoralize the gang of villains, and to make the leader forget that 'he wore
a coat of mail under his shirt. When at length
they reached the mouth of the defile, which was
about three hundred yards from the entrance to
the Secret Caves, Arietta turned her eyes upon
the scoundrel's face and said:
"So you a1·e Rill D·are, the leader of the Death
•
Band, are you ? "
"Yes, Miss Golden Hair," was the reply, with
a smile. "What do you think of me?"
"Oh, I think you are all right--for one of your
kind! But let me tell you something: Only this
afternoon-less than two hours ago, I will sayI was reading tl1e placard that is tacked to a
tlee alongside the trail. A thousand dollars
Teward is offered for you, dead or alive. Young
Wild West and his partners are going to get
that reward."
"Who is Young Wild West, lVIiss Golden Hair?
I believe you mentioned that name before, didn't
you?"
"You have nevei- heard of him, then?" asked
Arietta, feeling sure that he had, by the expression on his face.
"Well, it seems to me I have. I think I read
something about him in a Santa Fe paper not
long ago. He is called a champion deadshot, or
something of the kind, isn't he?"
"Well, nevei- mind what he is called. He is
only a boy, but he will s1Eely show you that lie
can do things. Nothing suits him better than to
get after such men as you are."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
The captain laughed, as though what she said
amused him.
"You don't seem to realize that I am something
more than an ordinary individual," he went on
to S::t?, "iVhy, what do you suppose I care for
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this Young Wild West? I am not afraid of the
sheriff, or the governor and all the troops in the
territory. I am ~ill Dare-Da-r-e, Dare. Do
you catch the meaning of the word?"
"Oh, yes. But a person can dare once too
often, you know."
"That's right. Young Wild West will find that
out if he gets after me, Miss Golden Hair. Ha,
ha, ha! The idea of a boy taking me dead or
alive! It is to laugh."
Arietta smiled scornfully.
But she said no more just then, for they had
entered the narrow defile and she was looking
for the hidi-ng place of the outlaws.
The girl was remarkably cool now. She hardly
feared her captor, for as yet he had not offered
an insult to 1!.er. So long as he acted in this
way she would not care much, since she was confident of being saved by her dashing young lover.
The wide entrance to the Secret Caves could not
be seen until a bend was rounded a hundred yards
from it, and ev-en then it looked about as much
like an opening that did not extend far into the
earth as anything else. But when they got to it,
and the horse went on inside the cave, Arietta
knew that she had reached her destination.
"Well, here we are," said Captain Bill Dare,
as he dismounted. "You are now in the Secret
Ca:vei;l, whic:h some .foolish persons will no doubt
consider great, when they are discovered long
after we get through with them. They are the
remai,ns of big buildings t}:lat existed a couple of
centuries ago, M.iss Golden Hair. Quite wonderful to ,yo-u, I suppose."
"Oh, I a:m used to seeing things that are called
wonderful," was the cool rejoinder.

CHAPTER IX.-How the Cowboy Came to Believe Hop's Story.
Ho:p knew who it was when he saw the man
pu.Jl Arietta on the horse with him and ride off.
Then he easily understood why he thought he
recognized the voice. The Chinaman lost not a
moment, but went running for the spot where
the stagecoach was at a halt on the trail. He
called out what had happened, as has been recorded, and when he saw the dashing young
deadshot mount his horse he beckoned for him
to come that way. Wild, foJJowed by Charlie and
Jim and all the mounted cowboys, rode down the
trail, the Chinaman leading the way. Hop knew
just where the villain went when he crossed the
trail, though he had disappeared so quickly with
his fair captive that neither Anna nor Eloise had
time to fire a shot, even if they had felt capable
of b1·inging- the horse do"vn, without running a
big risk of hitting the girl.
"He go lat way, M:isler Wild!" Hop shouted,
pointing to the exact spot where the man had
disappeared with Arietta.
Anna, Eloise and Wing were out from behind
the rocks now, and they, too, pointed out the direction and shouted for them to hurry. But the
one bad thing about it all was that the ground
was so hard and stony that the prints of horses'
hoofs would not show. T·h at caused more or less
delay, of course. But our hero and Charlie knew
exactly where the entrance to the Secret Caves

was located, so they felt that they were bound
to find it, anyhow.
"I rnckon he has had time to get there, boys,"
our hero said, keeping cool as though nothing of
a serious nature had happened. "We won't try
to follow him on horseback. We'll go there on
foot. Arietta has got to be saved."
"There ain't no mistake in \.Ylrnt he says, boys,"
Charlie hastened to say, as he turned and nodded
to the cowboys. "There's goin' ter be a fight, I
reckon. Them galoots won't let us git in ther
Secret Caves any kind of fashion."
"Secret Caves, yer say?" one of the cowboys
sai~, looking surprised. "Is that whei·e ther galoots hang out?"
"Yes," Wild answered quickly. "We know just
where they are, too, for we were in there. Come
on back to the trail, and then we'll go on foot. I
suppose the whole gang is there before this."
"Two of 'em ain't, I know," another of the
cowboys declared. "I seen that many drop, anyhow."
"I reckon I winged one of ther masked galoots myself," spoke up another. "You'll find
that more'n two of 'em went under."
Our hero turned and rode back to the trail.
He had come to the conclusion that there was
little use in riding on the trail of the villain,
anyhow, for it was pretty certain that he had
started for the Secret Caves with Arietta. They
soon reached the trail, and when Anna and Eloise saw them coming- they ran toward them,
thinking that Arietta had been found. But they
soon found that they were mistaken.
"It's all right, girls," said Wild. "We'll get
her, never fear. The p:aloot must have her in
the 'hiding place of the Death Band by this time.
I reckon we'll try a little strategy. That will be
better than rushing· in, for they would have a
chance to shoot us down if we did that."
"That's right, Wild," Charlie said, for he always agreed with what the bay said.
But the cowboys were eager to get at the villains, and they would have made an effort to rush
1·ight into thG! caves if they had known the way.
Wild talked to them a minute or two, and he
convinced them that it would be better to remain
outside and guard the place, while he ,vorked his
way inside, unknown to the outlaws. Not being
sure that there was not another way to get in
and out of the caves, Wild thought it best to station some of the men on the side of the coneshaped hill of rock. He explained to them that
they were to stay there, and that all they were
to do was to watch and listen.
"I am going to try and get inside the place
and I want my partners to get there with me" h~
said. "If that happens, I reckon we'll come p;etty
near saving my sweetheart from the Secret Caves.
If we do get in there and happen to get into
trouble, you will hear us shoot. In that case
you can come clown the liill, the way we are going- now, and see ,v-hat you can do.
"Now, if you will do as I say and will stay
right up here and listen at the crack that runs
through the top of the hill, you will help us carry
the thing through. We don't care so much for
the reward that is offered, as we do to save the
girl. Of course we want to capture Bill Dare
alive, if possible. If we can't, we will send him
to the s·heriff dead, that's all."
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"We'll do jest as yer say, Young Wild West,"
the man who seemed to be a sort of leader of the
cowboys declared. "You go right ahead."
Satisfied that they would, Wild called his partners to follow him, and then made his way softly down the hill. They had barely disappeared
among the rocks when Hop carne up the hill,
followed by two of the passengers of the stagecoacJ1. The Chinaman was smiling in his "childlike and bland" way, and the oowboys grinned
whe,1 they saw him. As ~t they knew nothing
of his cleverness, but they \vere to learn someth;ng about it very soon.
"Me all~e samee go down in um cave, so be,"
Hop said, putting on an important way. "Me
allec samee go down um chimney, so be."
"Yer did, eh?" queried one. "What do yer
call ther chimney?"
"Me showee you, so be. Comee lookee."
Hop led the way to the place he had tumbled
into, going a little more careful this time. T.he
majority of the men followed. hi~ When they
saw tl1e chimney that was built m such a neat
way with bloaks of stone they were more than
surprised.
"No makee noisee," cautioned the Chinaman.
"Um Death Band allee samee clown lere, and
ley maybe hear, so be."
His listeners began to think that he was of
more importance than tlley had supposed at first.
They had not heard of the happenings in the
underground place, since Wild had not deemed it
worth while to tell them. But if he had known
that Arietta was going to be captured by Bill
Dare it might have been differtnt. Hop proceeded to tell them how he had slipped and tumbled down the chimney, and what had followed.
Few of t110m believed his story.
"Lat allee light," he said, when one of the men
declare-d that he didn't believe it. "You no
tlinkce somebody allee samee can fallee down?
You lookee down, and len you see, so be."
The doubting cowboy did move up closer and
look down. Then somethfog happened that even
Hop did not look for. The stonework crumbled
away under his knees as he was in ~he ac_t of
taking a peep downward, and graspmg wildly
about him for something to hold fa.st to, he went
shoot.in"" downward, feet foremost! Everythinghe caught hold of gave way, it seemed, and with
Hop C?lia long-drawn yell, he went on do:wn,
lected himself first of all. He seized the lariat
one of the men had coiled and thrown over his
l!houlcler when he ascended the hill, and quickly
uncoiling it, he let the end drop downward.
Crack! The report of a revolver sounded under
them, though it was muffled and not very distinct.
"Hip hi!" shouted Hop down the chimney.
"Catchee um lope!"
'rhe charcoal fire had burned out, or had been
exting-uished in some way, so there was no gas
coming- up to interfere with them.
"Pull me up-quiok!" came from below, almost
as soon as the end of tlle rope reached the bottom of the opening.
Others heard it besides .the Chinaman, and in
a twinklino- they were hauling upon the lariat.
There was "the ,{·eight of a man at the end of it,
too, and they knew they were bringing up their
pard. As the distance was but twenty feet, he
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soon came in sight, and half a dozen hands grabbed him and drew him out, though more of the
stonework crumbled away and tumbled down the
chimney. But no one went with it, for they were
too much on the lookout for that. Hop danced
about with delight when he found the cowboy
had been rescued. When he had seized the rope
and dropped it down, he never once felt as though
it would be any use; but he had acted as the
thought struck him.
"You gittee outee allee light," he said, nodding
to the man.
"Yes, but I had a mighty narrer escape, I
reckon," was the reply.
"You landee on you feet, so be?"
"Yes, an' I only got a good jar, 'cause my fall
was broke by me spreadin' out my feet an' sorter
slidi.n' down. When I landed I upset a pot of hot
stew, an' then I seen a man runnin' toward me
as though he was nigh see.red to death. But he
soon pulled a gun, he did."
"Did he shoot at you, Ben?" one of his companions asked.
"No," was the reply, "I was too quick fur him,
I reckon. I knowed I had ter do somethin', so I
jerks out my gun an' fires quicker'n lightnin'. r
hit him all right, an' he went down like a busted
balloon. Then I heard ther Chinee holler about
ther rope, an' I runs fur ther fireplace. I gits
hold of ther rope, an' here I is. I wasn't a second too soon, either, fur I could hear a lot of
galoots runnin' over ther stone floor somewheres."
"Well, if you ain't ther luckiest galoot I ever
seen!" exclaimed one of the passengers.
"He allee samee believee me now, so be," Hop
added, with a grin on his yellow face.
"Yer kin bet I do!" was t~e reply.

CHAPTER X.-Wild and His Partners Make a
Capture.
Wild and Charlie had just workecl their way
down into the defile, near the entrance of the
Secret Caves, when a pistol shot sounded faintly
somewhere within.
"What's up, Wild?" queried the scout, and just
·
then Jim slid down and joined them.
"That's hard to ~ay," was the reply. "But
something is wrong."
They spoke in low whispers, and Jim, the last
to get down there, hurried toward the opening-,
ta:lring the risk of being seen and shot by some
one belonging to the band. He was in time to
hear hurrying footsteps, and it did not take him
longer than a second or two to 1·ealizc that they
were receding ones. He turned and beckoned to
his partners, who at once umlerstoorl that the way
must be clear, and they hurried to the mouth of
the opening.' Wild g-ave a nod , ·hen he found
there was no one there to oppose them.
"Come on in," lie whispered, and then Ji,n permitted him to lead the way.
Revolver in hand, the dashing young deadshot
pushed 0n into tl1e cave. The first thing he took
note of was that the horses of the outlaws were
there. Then he knew that those who had not
been shot down when the stagecoach was stopped
had reached their haunt. Motioning to his partners to follow ll.I::n, he went to the left, kee-ping
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close to t.¾e wall of rock. In this way the foot of
the stone stairway was reached. But just then
footsteps were heard above. There was a dark
corner there, and the three lost no time in crouching in it. Then down the steps came two men.
They each held revolvers in their hands, and in
the dim light of the unde1·ground pl.ace they
could see that they were much disturbed over
something.
"This is what I calls bad work, pard," said one
of them, as he reached the foot of the stairs and
came to a halt within a dozen feet of our friends.
"A galoot comes down ther chimney an' shoots
Alonzo, an' then he's hauled up ag'in by a rope.
Poor Alonzo jest had time ter tell about it afore
he died. There's been mighty queer doin's 'here
to-day. There's that heathen Cbinee, too! Look
how he come do,vn ther chimney!"
"You're right, Sam," was his companion's reply, as he shook his 'head. "But ther worst thing
of it all is that Young Wild West is after us.
We've heard about that boy, yer know. He never
lets up when he gits started. Somethin' seems
ter tell me that we'er goin' ter git wiped out-I
can't help thinkin' so. But come on! We've got
ter watch fur ther galoots. They may come
through ther defile, yer know. It might be that
they don't know that way, an' that ther Chinee
got up ther chimney, after knifin' Pete, ther same
as ther other feller did. I hope :they don't know
ther regular way ter git in here, 'cause if they
do there'll be more of us ter turn up our toes, I
reckon."
"Yes, that's 1·ight. I think ther cap'n has
made it worse by catc:hin' ther gal an' fetchin'
her i1ere. But one thing about it is that they'll
never see her alive ag'in, if they do come in.
He's go'in' ter take her down in ther death cave
if he finds tl1ey're gittin' ther best of us."
Young· Wild West felt like springing out upon
the two men then and forcin,g them to tell where
Arietta was confined. But he reasoned that it
was best not to let them know of their presence
;vet. He meant to save the girl by strategy, if
1t was possible. The footsteps of the two men
soon died out, sho,ving that tl1ey had reached the
outlet of the cave, and had taken up their station to watch for the approach of the enemy.
Wild knew it would be dangerous to go up the
stone stairs, but he felt that he must do it in
ordeT to save Arietta.
"Boys," he whispered, "I reckon I'll go up
there. I must find where Arietta is."
"Hadn't v:e better go with you, Wild?" Jin1
asked, shrugging his s11oulders. "Three will be
much better than one, if it comes to a fight."
''That is tn1e enough. But one won't be so
apt to be caught, I reckon."
"But ·we can go to the entrance of the caves
and catch the two galoots who just went out
there. They could be forced to tell where she
is."
Wild seldom changed his plans, but in this
case he thought Dart's suggestion was a good
one.
"All right,.J?e said, nodding his head approvingly. "I recffl!'!n we'll go and make the two galoots tell just where she is. Then we will know
just what to do. I didn't want any one to know
that we were in here, but I suppose one of us

could escort them out after we have got the information we want. Com..e on."
The three stepped softly along ove1· the stone
floor, which was very smooth just there, and gradually they approached the opening through which
the daylight was streaming. It faced directly
west, and the rays of the declining sun were shining in, making a golden track through the center of the cave. But Wild and,his partners took
care to keep out of this.
The two men were standing just outside, and
it struck our friends how easy it would be for
the cowboys to shoot them, if they only took a
notion to come down the hill. Stealthily they
made their w.ay, and when they finally reached
the edge of the opening they paused for a few
seconds before proceeding with the task they had
ahead of them. The only bad thing about it was
that one, or both of them, might yell loudly to
their companions, and then there would be a rush
for the spot. But Young Wild West seldom failed in an undertaking of this kind. While he
was not a little worr,ied about his sweetheart, his
coolness never once left him; and it was through
that wonderful coolness of his that the boy had
made such a success of life. Looking around the
floor, Wild saw a piece of stone about the size of
half a brick. It lay near at hand, and he quickly
stepped over and picked it up. But he had no
intention of hitting either of the villains with the
stone. He wanted it for another purpose.
Charlie and Jim did not know just what he
meant to do, so they watched him in breathless
silence. Wild stepped up close to the mouth of
the cave, and then poising the piece of brick in
ibis hand, he threw it back into the cave. Thud!
The stone came down, making a no:se that attracted the attention of both the men. In they
came, and then they found themselves looking
straight a,t the muzzles of three revolvers.
"One little sound from either of you and you
both will die!" said Young Wild West, in .a tone
of voice that was low but full of meaning.
The two stopped still in their tracks.
"I reckon you fellows understand the situation," went on our hero, in his cool and easy
way. "You don't want to die, I know. But if
you do want to, just make one little sound."
Neither of them made a sound, but both tried
to gulp doI1111 an imaginary lump that had come
up in their throats.
"Hold up your hands!"
They obeyed the command, both at the _same
time.
"Jim, just relieve them of their guns."
Dart lost no time in doing this.
"Now, then, boys," said Wild coolly, "I reckon
you can escort the two galoots to the top of the
hill and turn them over to the cowboys for safekeeping. You can come back here, and if you
see nothin,g of me, come right on in. If you
don't find me when you get to the foot of the
stairs, come on up. You can bet the coast will
be clear. But hold on a minute! I almost forgot
what we wanted these galoots~for."
The scout gave a nod to this, showing that he
had thought about it.
"I want you to tell me where the girl is," said
our hero, looking the two captives squarely in
the eyes.
"Ther captain put her in one of the Secret
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Caves," answered one of them quickly. "We
don't know which one; we wasn't there when he
done it."
There was such an air of truthfulness about the
man that Wild was forced to believe him.
"Are there more caves than the three that are
connected?" he asked.
"Yes, there's a lot of them. We've never been
in all of 'em yet."
"Then you couldn't guess which one it is?"
"No."
"Suppose your lives depended upon telling the
truth, what then?"
"I am tellin' ther truth, Young Wild West."
"That's right," chhned in the other.
"Ifow does it happen t1iat you know me?"
"I only guessed it," said the one who had answered the questions. "We heard ther cap'n
sayin' somethin' about yer."
"Oh, that is it, eh?"
"Yes, that's right."
"Well, go on now. The better you act the better it will be for you."
"I hope yer won't turn us over to ther sheriff."
"That is something to be considered later on.
Perhaps we won't have to."
The villains winced at this, for they understood. They might be lynched by those outside
in waiting. That they were deserving of sucli a
fate they well lmew. But they did not deign to
say an:ything more, and Charlie and Jim led
them out of the cave.
Wild turned and made his way back into the
cave. This time l1e did not hesitate to mount
tthe stone steps. Up he went, treading as noiselessly as though he was ,vorking his way past
the guards of a camp of hostile Indians. Reaching the long cave above, with its stone shelving
on either side, 'he could hear the low hum of
voices. It was easy for him to tell that the
speakers were not only excited, but much worried.
"You will be stirred up still more than you have
been before I get through with you," he muttered,
under his breath. "In capturing Arietta the captain has done the worst thing he could possibly
do, I reckon. I wouldn't give up now if there
were a thousand of you in there, instead of a
dozen and a half."
The boy was determined to carry out his point
now, which was not only to rescue his sweetheart, but to take the leader of the Death Band,
dead or alive. Through the long gallery he went,
and a few seconds later he reached the very niche
that 'he and Charlie had waited and watched in
previously. From this position he could see the
band of men inside. They were still masked, and
the hideous skulls on their shirt fronts showed
up with gruesome effect.
Near one of the tables in the cave lay two
objects that were covered with blankets. That
thev were the two men who had been shot in the
cave Wild could easily guess. He counted the
villains and found that there were just thirteen
of them.
"There must have been three of them to fall
outside," he thought. "Two in here, and the two
Charlie and Jim just took away, would make
hventy. Well, I reckon there'll be still less of
them before this business is over."
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The only thing for him to do now was to
listen and hear what might be said. But he soon
found 'that they were not talking about the girl
the captain had brought there, at all. The topic
of conversation was the dying words of the man
the cowboy had shot before 'he was pulled up the
chimney by the rope. The pot, which had been
upset twice, lay just where it landed, and the
venison stew was scattered over the floor. But
it was evident that the appetites of the men were
gone, so it mattered little to them. Near the
captain was a bearded man, who seemed to be
advising him, for he had more to say than any
of the rest. This was the villain named Rogers,
though Wild did not know who he was, of course.
Presently the captain said:
"Well, Rogers, you are my lieutenant, s·o I'll
tell you this much: If it happens that I should
be killed, and you have the chance, I want you
to see to it that the girl never gets out of the
Secret Caves. Do you understand?"
"Yes, Cap'n Bill, I understand; an' I'll give you
my word on it, too," was the reply.

CHA.PrER XL-Hop Surprises the Secret Band,
and the Cowboys, As Well.
Charlie and .Jim took the two prisoners up the
steep ascent from the defile without any trouble.
They both seemed resigned to their fate, and not
a word did they say as they were led upward.
The cowboys were gathered near the crack in
the rocky top of the hill, Hop being with them.
Below on the trail were Anna and Eloise, with
Wing and the stagecoach passengers. The outfit had pulled up there, and the driver, whose
wound had been fixed up, cle~lared that they
would wait and see how Young Wild West made
out about getting the girl away from the Death
Band. Charlie and Jim could not see them, of
course, since there was a narrow streteh of Tock
between them, which reared itself so high as to
shut off all sight of the trail. When Hop and
the cowboys saw them coming with the two prisoners, there was mu<'h excitement.
But Jim Dart held up his hand warningly, so
there would be no demonstration. It was well
that 'he did this, for the cowboys were ready to
give vent to their feelings in the form of a shout. The villains still had their masks on, and with
the death emblem on their shirt fronts they
looked odd, indeed. Hop stepped forward and
greeted them with a smile.·
"You velly nieee man, too, so be. Me likee
you. Me velly muchee glad to see you tied up,
allee samee. Pletty soonee um lope go 'lound
your neckee; uppee you go! Hip hi! Um Death
Band hoolay!"
"That's what's ther matter!" spoke up the man
who had dropped down the chimney. "Let's hang
'em right away, boys!"
Cheyenne Charlie shook his head.
"There ain't nothin' goin' ter be done with 'em
till Young W-i ld West comes back," he said decisively. "He bossed ther job of takin' 'em prisoners, an' he's goin' ter say what's ter be done
with 'em."
That settled it. But the cowbov insisted on
having a look at their faces, anyhow, and he
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stepped up and removed the masks. No one
knew them, though all eyed them closely. The
two villains were very pale, , for they no doubt
felt that they stood a mighty slim chance.
"Wild says fer you ter take good care of these
galoots till he comes back," said the scout to the
cowboy called Ben. "We're goin' back there
now, an' we're goin' ter help him git Arietta.
These two was ther guards, so we'll have putty
plain sailin', I reckon."
"Can't none of us go with .y ou?" spoke up another of the men.
"No; he wants to do ther job by strategy,"
Charlie answered. "By doin' it that way it will
save any of us from gittin' shot."
The cowboys sai_d no more. But Hop started off
of his own accor<l now. He meant to ltet into
the cave once more, though he was not going by
the way he did the other time. He slipped away
and got ahead of Charlie and Jim before they
were aware of it. When they went down tbe
steep descent to the defile they found him standing- there. Cha1·lie shook his fist at him, but said
nothing. The clever Ohinaman simply bowed and
smiled, and tl1en he slipped in throug-h the mouth
of the cave. The scout and Jim followed him.
They both knew that he would proceed all right
as he had learned the tricks of the trade, so to
speak. Hop had been too long with Young Wild
West and his friends to not understand how to
go with caution. He was keeping in advance of
Charlie and Jim as he went on his way, and ,v'h en
he found that he could not overtake him without
hurrying, Charlie got a little angered.
"The1· heathen fool!" he said, in a whisper to
Jim. "I'd jest like ter have ihim by ther pig-tail
inow! If I wouldn't hustle him out of here, it
would be a caution!"
But Hop kept right on going, listening and
slipping alO'llg with noiseless tread. He passed
thrO'llgh the caves and went up the stone steps,
with the scout and Jim a dozen feet behind him.
Finally he paused right at the pl-ace where ol.Ll'
hero was still in hiding. As he crawled in and
took a place behind him Wild nodded but said
nothing. The next minute Charlie and Jim came
there, too. The boy merely nodded to them, for
he had been listening to the conversation that
was being carried on by the villains in the main
cave, and he had learned something of his sweetheart's whereabouts. All the time his partners
were gone the outlaws had been talking in low
tones. Bill Dare had dri.f.ted into a gloomy frame
of mind. He paced ha.ck and forth, leaving it to
hjs lieutenant to talk with the men. But as
many times as he heard mention of the fair
captive, not once did Wild get_ an inkling as to
where she was confined. The waiting boy had
been getting desperate when Hop and his partners anived. He felt like stepping out before
the Death Band and demanding the instant release of Arietta.
But he knew this would hardly do, for while
he might shoot as many as half a dozen of them
and then get away himself, he could not expect
to find the girl. He now thought of a plan that
might work. Putting Hop's ear to his mouth, he
whispered:
'.'You go out, and when you get 1Jo the top of
the chimney Jet something come down that will
e.,-.,:p]ode and wake the galo,ots up. You don't want
; 1.1"!:4 •., I
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to blow up the whole place, you know. Just use
one of the big crackers you have got."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
Hop always made it a point to keep a stock of
He
powder and certain chemicals on hand.
bought such things at about every city they ran
across. He could make fireworks, and, though
cru<le in appearance, they usually did all that was
required of them. Feeling very much pleased at
having come there, Hop left the hiding place
and made his way softly from the ca.ves. Once
outside, he clambered up the steep hill, and soon
joined the cowboys. Anna and Eloise had come
up by this time, and the moment the Chinaman
arr ived they began plying him with questions.
"Um Death Band allee in um cave down here,"
stamping his foot on the rock to indicate that
he meant directly below, "Misler Wild and Misler
Charlie and Misler ,Jim allee samee watchee, so
be. No see Missy Alietta, but allee samee findee
her pletty soonee. Misler Wild tell me to shootee
off um fireclacker."
There was a little encouragement in what he
said, so the girls were relieved slightly. llop
drew a rough-looking cracker from his pocket.
It was covered with a tough brown paper and
bound tightly ·with cords. Were it not for the
fuse that protruded at one end, no one could
have guessed what it was. But it was a 2"ood
cracker, just the same. Hop had learned ho~; to
make them in China, and in spite of the fact that
he could not get hol<l of the necessary trimmings
to make them now, he could get up one that
would make the required no·ise.
"Evelybody watchee," said he, as he walked
close to the opening that went down in the form
of a chimney to the cave below. First he took
a cigar from his pocket, which was a habit of
his when about to create an ex:plo,sion, and lighting it, used the same match to ignite the fuse of
the cracker. He held it until the fuse was nearly
burned away, and then he let it drop down the
stone chimney.
Bang! In less than a second there was a re-po1t like that of a small cannon; th(;., rocky mass
shook under the feet of those standing upon it,
and ,a puff of smoke came from the hole.
"Lat pletty goodee, so be!" exclaimed the Chinaman, and then he pulled a small paper parasol
from somewhere, and, raising it, held it over his
head and began parading about like a turkey
cock.
The effect of the explosion had startled the
men standing about, but when they saw the Chirraman walking ab-Out with the parasol they looked at him in silence for a moment and then broke
into a laugh.
"That's ther greatest thing I ever seen!" declared Ben, the cowboy.
"Hop," said Anna, running over to him, "we
don't want to make a circus of this. You must
remember that· Arietta is in peril. She must be
saved."
"Allee light," was the rep!,y, and then the parasol, which was a jointed and folding one, slowly
disappeared as the clever Chinaman placed it to
his mouth and made out that ihe was eating it.
To those who had never seen him perform his_
sleight-of-hand tricks this was a wonderful fea.t,
·\
:indee<l.
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CHAPTER XII.-The Death of Bill Dare.
Wild and his partners were waiting patiently
for Hop to let the cracker come down the chimney. _They were expecting it every second, yet
when 1t came they were startled. The effect was
all that could be imagined. The villains in the
cave fell over each other in an effort to get out
of the way, while the cave was filled with smoke.
But as he mttde them for the purpose of aiding
an escape, tli:is was a good thing. In this case,
however, the smoke only sei:ved t-0 upset the outlaws more than ever. Only one of them managed to fin<l the way to the arched doorway that
connected with the cave next to it.
Wild caught a glimpse of him as he went
through the smoke, and whispering for his partners to stay right where they were, he darted
out of the niche and went after him. Not until
he got to the head of the flight of stone steps
did he get a good view of the man. Then he
gave a nod of satisfaction, for it was no other
than Bill Dare himself.
The villain must have thought it was all up
with him, and he was bent on g·etting out of
the hiding place that he bad considered so secure
but a few short hours before. Wild went clown
the steps in a hurry, not caring whether the villain heard him or not. Just as he Teached the
bottom the captain did hear him. He turned, no
doubt thinking it was one of his men, who was
following him. But the fancy hunting suit of
buckskin the boy woTe was so different from the
habilaments of the members of the Death Band
that he was readily recognized. Wild had his
revolver in his hand, an<l when he saw the scoundrel pull one and back toward the opening of the
cave he did not hesitate to draw a bead on him.
Crack! The report rang out through the underground place, but the din that was going on
in the cave drowned it, no doubt. Instead of
falling, as our hero supposed he would, Captain
Bill Dare merely started back a step, and then
he fired at the boy. But his aim was not ver,y
good and the bullet whistled past his head a
foot from it. Wild knew he must have hit him
yet the man clid not drop. He fired again, but
the 1·esult was the same. Both bullets had struck
the man's shirt in the region of the heart, but
still he was unhurt. But, as the reader knows
it was the steel vest he wore that saved him'.
The boy became a bit exasperated, because he
thought he had missed twice in succession. This
was something- he could not understand, too, and
he made up his mind to make sure the next time.
Seeing that the villain was going to fire again,
he jumped to the right and dropped at the same
time. Crack! Bill Dare fired, but the bullet
went wide of the ·mark. Then Wild fired from
the floor, striking him squarely in the breast
with the bullet. This time the leader of the
Death Band made an involuntary grab at the spot
where the bullet hit him, and then Wild knew
he had not missed the mark. But when he saw
:the villain suddenly make a rush toward him it
flashed upon his mind that there was some device
under the shirt to prevent a bullet from entering his body. Then he fired at the hand that
held the revolver. As the report rang out Bill
Due uttered a sharp cry and down upon the
atone floor of the cave went the gun.r
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"Ah!" exclaimed_ the young deadshot, as he
bounded toward him. "I reckon I understand
now, you sneaking galoot! You are wearing
something besides clothing, I reckon. But I am
going to have you, just the same!"
Goaded to desperation, the outlaw leader reached for another revolver with his left hand. Wild
felt that it must be done, so he let the muzzle
of h~s gun drop to a line with the head of the
VJllarn and t~en pressed the trigger.
Crack! ~ill_ Dare staggered back, and with a
gro::-.n on his lips, .fell to the ground. Wild knew
he had him this time, and he quickly rushed forw_ard and bent over the man, just as he breathed
his -last. The boy quickly tore open his ~hirt and
found the steel vest.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, in '.1 s_atisfied way, "now
I understand fully. The v11lam! So that is the
way he protected himself, eh? Well, the scoundrel l1acl a reason to believe that he was invincible. But he didn't show an awful lot of
courage, at that."
Wild now removed the man's shirt and taking
the mask he had worn, started back for his partners. He proceeded with the usual amount of
caution, for queer things might happen in the
Secret Caves, ·a nd he was not going to be taken
by surprise, if he could help it. He did not know
but that there might be passages and caves under
the oth~rs, and that the villains could go where
they wished. He got back to his :partners and
found them busy watching great preparations in
t~e cave. Un~ler the direction of Rogers, a barncade was bemg formed. Blocks of stone were
being . carried across the narr-ow part of the cave
and piled up, so that if an attack was made upon
t~em the,r cou_ld shoot d_own the enemy from behmd the barr:icade. Wild saw what was goinoon, an_d he shrugged his shoulders as he thought
of Anetta. But he never once thought that she
would not be ,saved.
Charlie and Jim were surprised when he told
them that he had shot the leader of the Death
Band. The noise the villains made with their
work had drowned the shots.
"What are you going to do. ·wnd ?" .Jim asked,
for)ie was at a loss to think of anything himselr.
"Do?" ":as the reply. "Why, stick at it until
we get Anetta free, of course."
''.I!ut how are we going to do it? It would be
sme1de to rush in there and give battle with
those n1en."
"It would be something like that, I guess. But
just take it easy. I'll find a way."
"Yer kin bet your life he will, Jim!" exclaimed
the scout, who had the utmost faith in the boy.
"If we only knew just where A1·ietta is we
would soon find a way to get her," Wild said
'
whispering in a meditative way.
"Suppose I go and fetch tl~e cowbovs here?"
·
suggested Jim.
"All right; do it. We may be able to make
terms with them by doing that."
Jim started off at once. He had no fears of
meeting anyone to stop him, so he hurried, not
trying to show much caution. He went on
throug·h the cave, down the steps and out through
the other cave, passing- the body of the outlaw
captain on the way. The sun had now set and
in a few minutes it would be dark. Whe·n h~ got
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to the top of the hill he found that the stagecoach had gone on with the driver and passengers. But the cowboys, who had been hired to
guard it, were still there with the girls. Jim
quickly told the situation.
"How maDJy did yer ;say there was of 'em?"
asked the cowboy called Ben.
"There is but twelve of them, now that the
leader ·is <lead," was the reply.
"Well, I reckon we kin soon fix them, then."
"But they are so fixed now that they can shoot
at us without being hit themselves."
"We'll find a way to git at 'em."
"I hope we do."
"So Young Wild West has earned ther thousand dollars reward, then?" spoke up one of
the others.
"Yes; he shot Bill Dare."
"An' ther galoot ha<l a steel vest under his
shirt, eh?" said another.
"Yes."
"That's what I call putty smart in him."
"Well, it didn't save his life, after all. Wild
:fired three times to kill before he got him."
Jim soon arranged it that the cowboys were to
go in the caves with ihim. Anna, Eloise and the
two Chinamen were to remain at the top of the
hill. Five minutes later they were on their way
down to the entrance of the Secret Caves. Something was going to happen very soon-they were
all of that opinion. But whether Arietta would
come forth alive and unharmed or not was the
question. They could only hope that she would.

CHAPTER XIII.-Arietta in Captivity.
Rogers, the lieutenant of t4e Death Band, had
a better head in times of danger' than did Bill
Dare. With the latter it was all right so long
as he ha<l been successful, but when he met with
the first reverse of his life he became badly
"rattled." Rogers recovered very quickly after
the explosion took place. One of the first things
he ordered the men to do was to put the big slab
of stone that lay in the fireplace up in the chimney, and block it up with the square pieces of
stone, of which there were plenty piled up at
one side of the main cave. While some were
working ,a t this job he called upon others to build
a barricade.
"Captain Bill went ou:t, an' it's likeLy he got
ketched," he said. "But that don't say that we've
got ter git ketched, We've got plenty of grub
in here, an' there's water comin' down from ther
top of ther cave all ther time. If we go at it
right we might git 'em all. Yer all know right
well that if we don't do somethin' ter save us,
we'll either be shot or hanged. Now, then, which
is the1· best--ter die fightin' or to be strung up
by ther neck?"
They all agreed that it was best to take the
chances of fighting it out.
"All right," said the new leader. "Jest stick
ter me, then . . I'll show yer that I won't lose my
head an' run out an' git ketche<l by Young Wild
West. If ther young galoot gits me, it will be
when I don't know it, yer kin bet on that!"
The blocks of stone were plentiful, and as one
man could just about handle one of them, the

work of building the barricade went on rapidly.
When he saw that it was going all right, Rogers
conceived the idea of having a talk with the girl
captive. He was one of the few who knew just
where she had been placed by Bill Dare.
"Keep a good watch, Jake," he said to the man
he had selected as his best man. "I'm goin' ter
have a little talk with ther gal. If we can't save
ourselves no other way, we kin through her,
maybe."
"Good!" was the reply. "I was thinkin' about
that myself."
"Well, we needn't expect any more damage
from bombs comin' down ther chimney, anyhow.
That big slab has shut off that sort of thing.
All's you've got ter do is ter watch ther doorway there. They've got ter come that way, if
they come at all."
"You kin bet that I'll watch, Rogers."
"I know yer will, 'cause it's fur your own
good."
Rogers now turned and walked to the left of
the big fireplace. He removed a square piece
qf stone, and then thrusting his hand in the
opening, pushed open a narrow door that was
but a slab of stone itself. He passed through
closing the door heh.ind him. In a small cav~
like apartment sat Arietta, a lantern lighting it
up. The girl was sitting upon a box that had a
buffalo sldn thrown over it. She had been placed
there when Bill Dare brought her to the caves
but so excited were the majority of the mer:
that but _few of them knew just where sl1e was.
Fro~ bemg there so long the girl had got herself m a state of worriment that was akin to
fear. But when the door opened she brightened
up somewhat. When she saw that it was not
the captain of the Death Band who came in she
'
showed surprise.
"Hello, gal!" said Rogers, bowing to her. "I
thought I'd come in an' have a little talk with
yer."
"Where is the captain?" Ai-ietta asked. "I
don't know as I want to talk to you."
"Well,. I reckon I'm ther captain jest about
now. Bill Dare run CYUt when that big explosion
happened. None of us knows where he went ter
but we s'pose that Young Wild West got him" '
"W_ell, J:i.e will get :y~u,. too, before long," ~aid
the girl, with much sp1nt m her voice.
"No!" was the reply. "There's only one way
ter git in here, gal. They can't come that way
either. We'll shoot 'em down jest as fast a;
they show themselves. We've got it all blocked
up with stones that no bul,l ets coul<l move. We've
got plenty of grub, an' we kin stay right here fu.r
a week, if we want ter. But 'We won't have ter
Young Wild West an' ther whole bunch will ~
shot afore that. They'll git desperate putty soon
an' then they'll try ter git in. As fast as they
come, they'll drop, 'cause my men kin shoot ,vithou_t bein' hit. The1;e ain't 1;0 use, gal. Don't
think that Young Wild West 1s ever goin' ter git
yer out by fightin' fur yer. He'll only die if hs
tries it, an' then what'll become of you?"
The tears came in Arietta's eyes before she
could keep them back. The question struck her
forcibly.
"Well, Young Wild West is not in the habit of
getting shot by such villains as you are," she
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managed ·to say, as her courage returned. "Don't
think that anything like that is going to happen."
"Well, there is only one thing ter keep it from
happenin'," and Rogers shook his head.
"Only one way?"
"Yes, gal, only one way."
"Tell me what that wa;y is."
"Can't yer think?"
"N-0."
"Well, if we git a guarantee that we'll be allowed two hours ter git ,away, without no one
follerin' us, we'H let you go."
Arietta thought a moment.
"I think that might be arranged. But I can't
do it while I am here."
"You could write a note, an' then we might be
able ter git it ter Young Wild West," suggested
the villain.
"Yes, I might do that!'
Arietta saw a chance to escape, and she was
quite T,illing to humor the man.
"I've got a notebook an' a pencil here," Rogers went· on, pulling the articles from his pocket.
"S'pose yer write ther note?"
"I will do it."
The leader of the outlaws was jubilant now.
He did not care about the girl, so long as he
and the rest of the band could make their escape to freedom.
"Untie my hands and I'll write the note," s~id
Arietta. "You surely ought not to keep me tied
in this way, anyhow. I am bµt a child, and how
could I possibly get out of here ? "
"That's so, gal. Bill must have been crazy ter
.
keep your hands tied like that."
Whipping a knife from his belt, he stepp.ed
over and cut the girl's bonds. It was a great
relief to her, for the cruel rope had cut into her
wrists until they were swollen and red.
"Thank you!" said Arietta. "You are much
more of a gentlema,n than the other leader was,
though that is not saying much."
"I lrnow it ain't sayin' much, gal. I ain't no
gentleman; I'm nothin' mor'n a low-down outlaw. But L've got some 1·espect fur wimmen an'
gals, though. I always did have. I remember
my mother-she was a woman, yer lrnow, an' a
mighty good one she was, too. But she died
long afore I went to ther bad. If she had lived
I might have been a different man. But, yer
see, I ma1-ried a young woman what didn't do ther
rio-ht thing by me. She thought more of dressin'
up an' runnin' around to ther neighbors' houses
than she did of cookin' a square meal fur me.
Then I got ter d1·inkin' sorter hard, an' she left
me. I ain't neve'J: seen her since, an' I can't say
as I ever want ter. But I've always got respect
fur wimmen, jest ther same. I know ther most of
'em is deservin' of it. Now, then, jest ,write
that note."
Arietta was not a little interested in the way
he talked; but she made no comment. Taking
the paper and pencil, she wrote the following:
"Dear Wild.-The leader of the Death Band
says he will give me my liberty if you will guarantee that he and the rest of the men can have
two hours to get away in. I feel that he will do
._
his part. I am all right, so far. Yours,
"ARIETTA."
Rogers read the note and nodded his approval.
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"Now I'll go an' see that it is delivered to
Young Wild \.\' est," he said. "Takf' i,; q'.1 iet. gal.
Yer may git out all right, after all. But it all
depends on what this note d0es. If Young \J/jjd
West don't agree to it, ther bo_,-s will be fur
killin' yer, an' I won·t be able ter stop 'em from
doin' it."
Arietta's face paled again. She did not like
the way he talked, and she knew that he was in
earnest. Rogers went on out, feeling that he had
about gained his point.
"If ther 'first not won't do it, I'll git her ter
write another," he thought.
The cave was now lighted with a swinging lantern, for it was getting dark outside, and the
light no longer came in from above.
"Anything turned up, Jake?" he a:sked, as he
carefully closed the secret door.
"There's a lot of 'em in ther cave, Rogers,"
was the Teply, in a low tone of voice.
"Is that so? Good! That's just what I want."
Then he rnised his voice and called out:
"Hello, Young Wild West!"
"Hello!" came the answer. "Are you ready to
surrender?"
"Not much!" was the retort. "But I ha,.-e a
note from the girl we've got here that might bt1
the means of settling the trouble."

CHAPTER XIV.-Suspense.
It had been a difficult thing for our hero to
keep the cowboys from making a Tush into the
cave a :ter they came there with Jim. But he
managed to do so, and when the new leader of
the band called out to him he felt that he had
lost nothing b,y waiting.
"You have a note from your prisoner, you say?"
he asked coolly. "Is it for me?"
"Yes, it is fur you. It was jest wrote a couple
of minutes ago, too."
"Well, why don't you deliver it, then?"
"I will, if you give me your word of honor that
you will allow me to come back without being
touched."
"I'll do that. Fetch the note here."
"Kin I trust you?"
"I've given my word for it."
"All right. I'm comin' with ther note."
Rogers had faith enough in the boy to come
out from behind the barricade, and he walked
boldly through the arched doonvay. The cowboys
were sitting on the stone floor, out of sight of
any one in the cave, but Wild and his partners
were where they could get a glimpse of the villains now and then. But if they had fired one
shot that would have eniied that part of it, for
the outlaws would lay low then. Rogers held
the note in his hand. It was dark there, and he
could see no one.
"Here lj,"OU are, Young Wild West," he said.
"All right. I'll take it," was the reply.
The boy could see him well enough, so he
reached out ,and took the note from his hand.
T'.hen Rogers lost no time in getting back. Jim
struck a match and Wild read the -note.
"It is Arietta's writing," he said, in a whisper.
"I reckon the galoots must be getting a little
scared, or they would nnt have got her to do
this."
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"That's right, ·wild," spoke up the scout. "But
what are yer goin' ter do about it?"
"I don't know, Charlie. I'll have to think a
little."
"Well, I think we kin win out without agreein'
ter anything like that. Arietta wrote it because
ther galoot wanted her to, I s'pose. But I reckon
if we kin shoot out that light they've got in
there we kin rush in an' clean 'em out."
"If Arietta isn't somewhere near them, Charlie. If she wa::; she would be apt to get shot in
the dark."
"That's so. I never thought of that."
Charlie said no more. But though Wild did
not know it at the time, his suggestion was aU
right. Such a move would have been successful,
beyond a doubt. But some lives would probably
have been Jost. Wild did not want anything like
this to happen. While they were talking it over
in whispers a deafening report rang out from
the chimney· again.
"Great gimlets!" cried the scout. "Hop has
chucked another cracker clown, I reckon."
"Yes," answered our hero. "That may help a
little."
Bang! Just then another report rang out.
Eut very little smoke was to be seen, so our
friend~ knew that the outlaws must have blocked
·
the chimney.
·'Let 'e>n come!" yelled one of them just then.
"Yer- can't reach us that way, I reckon."
Then there was a silence of about three minutes, and then- Bang! This time the report
was right in the cave, and instantly it was filled
with smoke. Hop had found ,a way to get one
of his famous crackers there. He had thrown
it through the crack in the rock that formed the
roof o-f the cave. The smoke pomed out into the
other cave and set our hero and the rest coughing. Crack--cra-c-ck! The outlaws fired a volley from their revolvers straight for the doorway,
no doubt thinking that our hero and his men were
coming in. A bullet took a lock of hair from
Jim's ·h ead, for he had been leaning a little too
far out.
"I reckon ,0 ou had better go and fetch Hop
down here, Jim," said Wild, after Jim had told
about it. "Maybe he can do more here than he
can up there."
"All right," was the reply.
Dart was eager to do anything that would be
the means of saving Arietta.
"I guess I had better get a lantern, too,"
thought the boy, as he picked his way through
the darkness. "We will need it, that's sure."
When he reached the top of the hill about three
minutes later he found Anna and Eloise more
anxious than ever. But he assured them that it
would not take much longer' to save Arietta, as
the villains bad already submitted ,a proposition.
When told about the note, Anna said eagerly:
"Oh, Jim, tell Wild to let them go. He has
shot the leader, and that will be the means of
breaking up the band."
"Yes, but they have a new leader now, and he
serons to be more clever than the other. I reckon
it is a pretty tough proposition we are up
against."
"Me gottee one more nicee fireclacker, Misler
Jim," remarked Hop, stepping up to him.
"Well, don't throw any more clown there.

Wild wants you to come do,vn with me. But go
and get a lantern first, and make sure t.hat the
horses and outfit are kept out of sight of the
trail. Some 011e might come along and take possession while we are here. You had better fetch
two lanterns, while you're at it. Then we'll all
go down in the caves. I think the girls will be
safer there than here, though I am dead sure
that there are none of the Death Band around."
Anna and Eloise were glad to go down. The
truth w,as that they had become rather frightened from remaining up there so long. Hop was
not long in getting the lanterns. He reported
that the horses were all right, and that made Jim
feel a little better. Then they all went down the
descent, Jim assistbg the girls. Once in the defile, the lanterns were both lighted, and then
they boldly entered the first of the caves, taking
the two prisoners with them. Anna a,id Eloise
were awe-stricken at the appearance of the interior. They could see evidences that the caves
had once been the chambers of some temple, or
prison, perhaps, for the walls seemed to be of
solid rock. When they went up the stairwa,y,
which was so even that it seer11ed that no such
people as Indians of the olden times could build
them, they were more surprised than ever. Wild
came to meet them.
"I reckon you did the Tight thing in bi-inging
all hands here ," he said. "Only I think it would
be better if the horses and our camping outfit
,vere brought, too. We could camp out here in
the defile and have supper cooked. While I am
not hungry myself, the cowboys must be. Jim,
suppose you and Wing go through the defile and
get them?"
"Just as you say, Wild," was the reply. "Anything to help matters along. Has the new leader
asked for your answer yet?"
"Yes; just after you left he called out and
asked if I had made up my mind yet. I answered
that I would let him know a little later."
"I see. Well, if you can't do any better, you
will have to agree to his terms, I suppose."
"Yes, that's 1·ight. But if the galoot will onlry
come out to talk it over with me, without exacting
a promise from me that he will not be harmed,
I'll soon fix them."
Jim and Wing now started through the defile.
They did not know how far they would have to
go to get out upon the trail, but when they
finally did get where they headed for they found
that it was about a quarter of a mile. Mounting
their horses, they led the others and soon reached the entrance to the Secret Caves. They at
once proceeded to put the camp in shape. While
they were at it Wild came out, followed by Anna
and Eloise.
"Anything new?" asked Dart.
"Yes; I have made a proposition to the leader
of the band, and he says he will let me know
inside of fifteen minutes what he will do about
it," our hero replied.
"What was the proposition?"
"I told them if they would send Arietta out to
us they could have ten minutes' start to get
away, and that no one but the guards who accompanied the stagecoach would go after them."
"Would you take that up, eh?"
"No; but he might, after he thinks it over."
"I hope he does."
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With the as-sistance of the scout's wife and
Eloise, Wing started in to prepare supper for
the c?wboys. When it was about ready, Jim
went m and told them to come out. He remained
there with Wild and Charlie, as did Hop. As he
had heard nothing from the leader yet, our hero
called out:
"Hello!"
"Hello!" came the reply.
"Have ,you made up your mind yet?"
"No! You have got to agree to what ther gal
wrote. If yer don't, she's got ter die!"

CHAPTER XV.-Ready for the Rescue.
When Rogers said that Arietta would die if
Young Wild West did not agree to what the .,.irl
had written in the note, he did not mean"' it.
During the rather long wait he had made an important di scovery. He had found the sec1·et door
to another cave, which was far more rough in
appearance than any of the others. But that was
not all! There was a flight of steps leading
downward, and he felt certain that they could get
out that way to the defile. The villain thought,
of course, that our hero and all those with him
were in the adjacent cave, and if such was the
case they might be able to steal out and down
and get their ho1·ses. That was why he defied
our hero. Though still willing to accept the
terms the note stated, he would not come down
one ?it. ~e went in the smaller place, where the
captive gu·l was, .and told her that nothing could
be agreed upon. Arietta became frigl:ttened right
away.
"Oh! if I could only talk to Wild," she said. "I
know he would agree with them."
"But yer can't talk ter him, gal," was the reply. "I'm goin' ter take yer out of here putty
soon, an' I want yer ter know you're goin' ter a
safer place, too. We're all goin' ter git away
from here without losin' a hair, an' don't make
no mistake about that!"
"'vVell, why don't you go and leave me here,
then'? You surely don't want to be bothered with
me."
Arietta spoke in a hopeful voice, for she
thought she might gain a point. The leader of
the band shook his head.
"That can't be." he said. "Ther boiy's won't
agree ter that. Tl1ey want ter chuck dice ter
see who's goin' ter have yer fur a bride, after
we get away. I had ter give in ter 'em, yer
know. I don't want 'em ter go back on me. I
want 'em all ter git away, too. If we was ter
surrender or git ketched it would mean that we'd
either be shot or hanged. No! we ain't goin' ter
have none of that. An' I'm goin' ter let ther
boys have their own way about you, too."
"After what you told me of your-mother'?"
fal.tered Arietta.
"Well, that's all right. I can't help it, g,a l.
Maybe yer won't be harmed. One thing about it
is that they've all agreed that a real parson has
got ter tie ther knot. You'll be safe till we find
a parson, I'll gamble on that !"
The girl once more felt relieved. Rogers went
out and shut and fastened the door. His men
were guarding the doorway to the other cave
carefully.
• ~- VH .J.J..t. ~,t,4,0 u . .a.

"I reckon I'll go in an' have a look at ther new
cave," he said, nodding to Jr.ke. "Come with
me."
"All right," was the reply, and Jake, i:rla d of
the chance, followed him through the sec~·et en.
trance.
Th_e staii:~ay came up . througb an oblongl
opemng wh1c,1 was about m the center of the
cave. The wa lls on eithe1· side seeme<l to have
been the work of nature, Y:hich made the cave
appear different from the r est. Rogers went
:J.!·ound, lantern in hand, and soon they had looked
it over.
"S'pose I take a lantern an' 0o-o down an' find
out where ther stairs go ter ?" Jake said.
"All rig\1t," was the reply. "I'll git another
lantern an- hang it up there. we·ve got plenty
of 'em, ,y er knov,c."
He went out and got the lantern, all(l t aking
the first one, Jake went on down the stairs.
""Wait a minute," saill the leader. ''I'll let two
of t,h er boys go with yer. Maybe yer kin git
the1; horses out, a1:' ~ave 'em all ready. If
don t come back ms1de of fifteen minutes I'll
know yer have, an' then ther rest of us will come,
gal an' all."
"Good!"
_J ake seemed to be glac] to have company. Five
mmutes later he was gomg do·Nn the stairs, two
men close at his heels. They went on and came
to a. level about the same distance down as the
other. Th.en they went along a narrow passage
for about a couple of hundred feet and came to
the mouth of it, which was so narrow that they
had to almost squeeze themselves thxough to get
out. They all got out, and then they wished
they had not. A sharp cry from a Chinaman was
heard right near them, and then before they
could get back into the passage half a dozen men
sprang upon them and made them prisoners.
It so happened that the passage came out
around a bend but a few yards from where our
friends had established their camp. Wing, the
cook, happened to be walking that way when he
saw the three men come out. He uttered the
cry of warning, and the cowboys responded in-stantL-y, even_ though they. were eating their supper at the time. The prisoners were conducted
into the light of the campfire, and when they saw
the othqr two they looked decide<lly crestfallen
"Hello, Jake," said one of the two who we~
being fe<l by a cowboy. "So you've ianded with
us, eh?"
"It seems so," was the reply. "I reckon it's
all up now."
"An' C~p'n Bill got shot through ther head by
Young Wild West, too! There ain't many left in
there now, I reckon."
"Only nine, pard," and Jake shook his head.
Ben, the cowboy, no sooner heard this conversatfon than he started to tell Wild. But he
thought he had better find out a little more first
so he came back. Jake gave in, and he soon told
the whole plans that Rogers bad in view.
"I i:eokon that's all right," said Ben. "Now
I'll go an' tell Young Wild West. He'll do ther
,...
rest."
",Yes, he'll do ther rest; I reckon," said one of
the first captives. "He'll soon 'fix up ther new
leader."
The cowboy was n~t long in getting to the
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YOUNG WILD WEST AFTER THE DEATH BAND
cave where Wild was. \Yhen he told what he had
learned the young deadshot was elated.
"Boys, I reckon we must get around through
that passage. Then I'll show you how we'll surprise the nine galoots that are left of the twenty,"
he said to his partners.

CHAPTER XVI.-Conclusi0n.
Wild Jed the way down to the camp. He quickly talked it over with all hands, and when he
had formed a plan of action he said:
"Bors, I want a couple of you to go back and
watch when the villains get ready to leave. You
can tell by listening. When they go into the
next caYe. one of you can let out a yell and fire
a shot-or both can do it, for that matter. That
\\ill let us know what to be ready for. We'll be
rig.ht tbc1·e. you can bet."
"I'll be one ter go," Ben declared.
"Me, too," another spoke up.
"All right. Go right away, then. You might
call out to the galoots that I say if they don't
give up the girl inside of ten minutes we will
rush in on them. That might hurry them along
a bit."
"\Ve"ll do that."
Wild and his partners and the cowboy~ remaining, save one to guard the prisoners, quickly
squeezed their way into the passage and started
for the new cave Rogers had discovered. 'l'hey
had lanterns, of course, so it was easy for them
to quickly reach the l'anow stairway. Up ~hey
went in noiseless fashion, extinguishing the 'anterns, for they saw that one was hanging from
the irregular, rocky ceiling. There were plenty
of hiding places on both sides of the cave. Viild
saw to it that all hands were hidden, and t:hen
he waited to hear the signal. In about five minutes, after all was in readiness for the surprise
and rescue of Arietta, a yell sounded from the
other side of the rocky wall.
Then two revoh·ers crac!ced. In less than a
minute footsteps were heard from a short passage, and in dashed a man, carrying Arietta
bodily. The girl gave a scream as she saw the
opening.
"Shut up!" commanded Rogers. "Shut the
secret door-quick!"
The door was shut, and then Rogers and his
gang ran right over in front of the niche.
"Go on down with her," he said, waving his
'hand. "Ther rest will follow in single file."
As the man started down the flight of st.one
steps with. Arietta, Wild stepped from the niche.
"I reckon you've gone far enough," he said, as
he placed hi!, hand on the leader's collar. "If the
girl is not released instantly you will die!"
"Hold on, boys!" shouted Rogers, who was badly-frightened at the sudden interruption. "Let
ther gal go!"
"What fur?" demanded one of the men.
"Because you'll die if you don't!" Young Wild
West exclaimed, stepping into full view. "At
them, boys!"
The wo1·ds were hardly out of his mouth when
all hands came out, their revolvers leveled at the
villains. They threw up their hands to a man,
and being releaseQ, Arietta ran and threw herself
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into the arms of her lover. The few hours she
had spent in the Secret Caves had made her pale
and wan, but the joy at being saved quickly
brought the crimson glow to her cheeks again.
"Oh, Wild!" she sobbed, as her head lay upon
his shoulder, "I knew you would come--! was
sure of it. But it did seem an awful while."
"Three cheers fur Young Wild West!" shouted
Cheyenne Charlie, waving his hat over his head.
"Hip, Hip! Hooray!"
"Hooray! Hooray!"
The cowboys yelled in unison. When this was
done with, Ben came running in, followed by his
mate, and then he called out:
"Now, all together for a good old-fashioned
yell! Whoopee! Whoopee!"
"Wow-wow-wo,, ! Yip, yip, yip!"
The cave fairly rang with the shouts. Wild
saw that the villains were disarmed. so he led
~is swee,theart through the passage,, ·Ben carrymg the lantern for them. When the girl \Yas
being hugged by botl1 Anna and Eloise her joy
was complete. Two or three times she had been
on the verge of giving in, but her plucky spirit
predominated each time, and she came out of
the terrible ordeal little the worse for it. It
was a few minutes later \\-hen the prisoners were
brought out.
"I reckon I'_ll have my supper now," said Wild.
"Then ·we'll hght out for Firefly, which is but
half an hour·s ride from here, so I understand."
"It'll take you a little longer than that with
'
your parkhorses," Ben answered.
"Well, what if it takes an hour or two? I
reckon the mining ramp is nearer than Santa Fe.
The _sheriff C:}n come to us, instead of us going
to him. We 11 have the body of Bill Dare for
him, too, and don't forget it!"
Then another cheer we!lt up, and to get even,
the cowboys let out then· yell. Half an hour
later they were ready to leave. The bodv of
Bill Dare wa_s tied to the back of the very horse
he used to nde, and then the p-rocession set out.
It was nearly an hour before they arrive~! at the
mining camp, and just as thev ·did thev found
a mounted party readv to head for the Secret
Caves. ~hy they had been so long about getting
off our friends chd not know. There is not much
more to _add to this story. Suffice it to say that
the shenff came over two days later our friends
remaining a~ Firefly meanwhile, and the reward
was duly paid over to \Vild.
But the boy was of too generous a nature to
keep the money himself. He divided it equally
among those who had assisted in saving Arietta
from the Secret Caves, including the two Chinamen, for they had both been strong factors in it.
The prisoners were all tried and sent up for long
terms.
The sheriff was glad that Bill Dare was dead
when he got him, he decla1·ed, since it would save
the county the expense of hanging him. Later on
ou1· friends heard that the Secret Caves became
extinct from a big landslide, ,,-hich caused the
ceilings to fall in. But they had certainly had
enough of them, and it was little they cared.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WES'£ SAVING HIS PARTNERS; or, A HARD
FIGHT WITH REDSKINS."
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CURRENT NEWS
SAVED WITH DYNAMITE.
Trouble began in Francisco a mont'b ago when
A thrilling story comes out of nol'thern On- Cox hired three miners to whom resident miners
tario. . The women of an Indian encampment objected, asserting the company was attempting
were attacked by timber wolves while the men to bring in foreigners, and exclude local men.
were absent trapping. With the few rifles left During the last few days more foreigners have
in the camp the ·women defended themselves until been employed, according to F1·ancisco men.
the ammunition gave out and their situation became perilous. An Indian boy thought of some
BANDIT ON WAY TO PRISON ROBS
sticks of dynamite for use in lakes when fishing
OFFICERS.
was bad. A bundle of them with caps and fuses
Roy Gar<lner, mail car bandit, who was being
was thrown among the wolves and the explosion brought
the Federal prison at McNeil Island
killed 36 wolves and frightened off the remainder. from Santo Francisco,
escaped from Federal officers at Castle Rock, Oreg., June 11, by jumpDIGS UP CHARM.
ing from a car window, after holding up the ofUnearthed by a gardener, a n unusual Elk ficers at the point of a pistol, which he had conwatch charm, lost nine years ago, has just been cealed in his shirt, and taking their weapons and
returned to its owner, J. W. Cook, Billings, Mont. $200 in cash.
Cook obtained the two teet h on the Crow ReserGardner was taken from the train at Sacravation, and had them mounted in a setting bear- mento, Cal., yesterday to search for a mail sack,
ing his monogram.
said to contain nea1·ly $180,000 in bonds, which
In 1912 he lost it. Since then he has moved he said he had hidden under a tree near that city,
to another home. The occupant of his former but he was unable to locate the pouch .
residence, spading in the garden the other day,
Gardner took the $200 from Deputy United
uncovered the charm. Knowing Cook, he recog- States Marshals Mulhall and Webb and left the
nized the monogram and returned the trinket, officers wearing their own ha11dcuffs as he leaped
which had suffered no damage.
out of the window of the lavatory.
Gardner was aided by Frank Pyron, who was
being taken from Densmuir, Cal., to McNeil IsCATCHES 9-FOOT SHARK.
land by the same off ccn:. Pyron also escaped.
H. E. Berbyshire of Philade>lphia, a member of The break for liberty was made following Gardthe Manufacture>r,:' Club and one of Cape May's ner's request that he be permitted to go to the
summer cottagers, ha'I a t hrilling experience with lavatory. Catching the officers off guard, he
a shark in the Delaware Bay off Cape May Point whipped out a revolver that evidently had been
the other afternoon while fi shing for channel sewed into his shirt and ordered them to raise
bass. After hooking five large bass .he hauled their hands. He gave the gun to Pyron, who held
them alongside of his cruise>1· cycle from which he the officers up while Gardner went through their
was fishing. There a large shark bit them off pockets, taking the money and guns, and later
the line.
placing the handcuffs on them.
Seeing that the sha1·k was getting the benefit
of the day's catch, Berbyshire baited a large
hook and soon had the shark fast to the line. HER OVERALLS SHED COCAINE AS SHE
FLED.
After an hour's battle the shark was broug.,t
alongside and landed. He measured nine feet
As passengers were going aboard the liners
long and weighed more than four hundred Cedric and Lapland the other morning to sail
pounds.
for Europe a slight figure in overalls slipped out
from Pier 61, at the foot of West 21st Street, and
VIGILANTES RUN 200 OUT OF TWO started across 11th Avenue.
INDIANA TOWNS.
A pier guard, attracted by the haste of the
More than a hundred foreigne1·s, employed in person, called out;
the coal fields of Gibson and Pike counties, Ind.,
"Hey! where are you going?"
were forced to leave by a crowd of alleged VigiThe figure plunged into the traffic of taxis and
trucks on the avenue. The guard and a policelantes recently.
There was no bloodshed, so far as was learned. man gave chase. The fleeing person began tak~
Francisco, eight miles east of Princeton, was the ing packages from the overalls and throwing
them in the street. Then the person's hat flew
scene of the most of the moving.
Tho action is said to have followed the impor- off and long black hair dropped over a slight
tation of foreigners to wo1·k in the mines. W. woman's shoulders.
The woman jumped into a taxi that was waitE. Cox, superintendent of the Ayrshire District
Collieries Company, an American, and his fam- ing for her and disappeared in the crowd.
The guard and the patrolman picked up the
ily, also were forced to leave and told never to
return.
,,..
packages and found in them fifty small bottles
One hundred foreigners employed on a railroad of cocaine. The woman evidently had disguised
construction north of Oakland City also are leav- herself in the overalls to look like a pier work~r
ing. Thirty automobile loads of Vigilantes vis- and had secured the cocaine from a member '\f
the crew of some ship.
ited the region.
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'l'HE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF

YUCATAN

By DICK ELLISON
. CHAPTER VI.
Off For Bacab-itza.
"Third, that they-the priests-are sworn to
deliver the treasure to any one who may pr~e1?t
the six-star silver 'rod without quest10n. This 1s
a matter of religion.
"Fourth that this rod was in the normal keeping of the' family of Jose, who kept it hidden in
the :\ltar of this ruined temple.
"F'ifth that Jose revealed its hiding-place to
Dr. Orti~ and gave him a map showing the road
to the temple of Bacabitza, in the country of t_he
Lacandones, a distance from the coast opposite
this island of about a hundred and fifty miles.
f:\i,,th that Jose instructed a young relative
of J1is, ~horn we will call Jose, Jr., and w\1om has
frequently been to the teJ?1J:!le of· Bacab-1tz~, being secretly of the old reh~101;, as was Jose, Sr.,
to act as guide to Dr. Ortiz 1f he chose to seek
the treasure, provided that the doctor could produce the secret six-sbr symbol, but not other,,-ise. This the doctor rnm;t procure alone, going
through with certain ridiculous heathen ceremonies which being mere clap-trap, I cut out.
,lscventi1 that to boil it all down Dr. Ortiz
came to this island, found the six-star symbol,
caught yellow-jack and died. That Jo~, Jr., is
wai+i1~g for him on the coast, at a pomt noted
on the map with mules, provisions, cam":ra,
d111o·s medicines, firearms, etc., etc., everythmg
for tl~e treasure-hunter the doctor being a man
of means.
"Now then, fello,v sufferers, inasmuch as we
have constituted ourselves the doctor's heirs and
re2it1uary l'egatees-ahem ! I bel~eve I go! that
rio·ht-I move you that we try 1t on Jose, Jr.,
ai;d ,;hake the :;:ix-star symbol at him. If he responds, then we go a-trea:;ure hunting in the
docto1:'s place. This I urge upon you as the only
means of reforming yours truly. With gold to
burn I shall probably never again be tempted to
work the shells. Otherwise I shall certainly
never reform. Is my motion seconded?"
"I second the motion!" cried Al.
"It is moved and seconded that we go a-treasure hunting!" cried the professor. "All in favor
say aye! Contrary minded, no."
Anrl as all said aye, including the professor
himself, a --treasure hunting they went.
0

It v:ill be imoossible to follow our boy treasure
hunters along each :;:tep of their way.
It v,-'.ls a long and d1ng-erous 1·oad which they
had nwlertaken to travel.
Hence our only com·~ is to treat solely of
necessary dctaiis and important. 3iiventures.
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When the storm finally passed the boys and
the professor loaded the tent and their other belongings on to a sailboat they found and steered
around to the other side of the island.
The professor now seemed to have accepted the
mosquito theory and he agreed with Al that having appropriated everything belonging to Dr. Ortiz that they owed it to his memory to give the
unfortunate man a decent burial.
But they did not have to, for when they
reached the mouth of the strnam to ,vhich the dying man had doubtless been attracted, they found
that the "norther" had wrought big changes .
The best part of the beach had disappeared.
Great strings of kelp lay entangled among the
bushes, showing that the tide had come up far
beyond its usual limit.
The remains of Dr. Ortiz were nowhere to be
seen and their rowboat had likewise vanished.
The sea had done its work.
The point at which Jose, Jr., was supposed to
be waiting was on the east coast of Yucatan,
somewhat north of the Rio Mardo country.
It was marked simply by the Spanish words
for "the bay." Clearly it had no name.
How to get there? How to find it?
The only thing to do seemed to be to steer for
the coast and once there to cruise along until
they found the doctor's camp.
This they did. The passage aci:oss from the
island, which bore no name on the chart, was
.
like sailing across a mill pond.
The coast, when they finally hit it, p1·oved to
be uttel'ly wild. A vast tropical jungle.
The high mountains, which, in their ignorance,
the boys had supposed formed the coast line,
seemed to recede as they approached and when
they finally reached the coast they looked as far
away as ever, a vast plain, densely wooded,
stretchi;ng back towards them.
There was not a sign of human habitation anwhere.
The professor, as the boat approached the
shore, had been consulting the diary again-he
was always poring over it now.
"Say, Al," he exclaimed, "I have just been
wondering how the mischief we are going to
drive mules through that forest. It simply can't
be done, unless there is a regular tnlil, which I
greatly doubt."
"Have you read the entry right? Does it say
that the doctor expected to travel back from the
coast by mules "
"Well, that's the way I read it, but I will admit that some of the words are too much for
me, and it is a little obscure, but there is one
thing certain: all his arrangements were made,
and he had been weeks making them before ever
he started for the island, so I suppose it"will turn
out all right in the end, so cn1ise on, bold boy,
and may the treasure of Bacab-itez be ours.
Aren't you glad now that you've got me? \'Vithout my knowledge of Spanish, limited as it is,
you never would have known that the treasure
existed at all."
Al rar.on down the coast, this having been settled upon ~s the most likely dfrection, until just
befol"e nightfall they had the satisfaction of seeing ahead of them on top of a little rise a large
white tent.
(To be continued.)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
GETS HIDES OF NINE Bl.iff WOLVES.
George Berg delivered at the office of the
Brown County Auditor Aberdeen, S. D., the
other day the hides of nine baby wolves, upon
which he will receive county bounty in the sum of
$1 pe r scalp and $2 per scalp in State bounties.
Berg lives near Verdon and a few days ago he
discovered an old she wolf in his chicken yard.
The animal started away at his approach and
Berg got into his Ford automobile and followed
her.
Across the prairie the wolf took her course
wit h the F ord in purs uit. The animal finally arrived at her den and disappeared. Berg reached
the spot a few minutes later and w ith a spade
excava ted to th e home of the wolf, where he
found her nine babies. He drove the old wolf out
and captured th e cubs, whose hides he has sold
to the county.
NEW BANK IN THE ARCTIC.
The most northerly banking office in the wo1·ld
will be established by the Union Bank of Canada
before the end of summer, according to an announcement by the New York agency of the institution, at 49 Wall Street. The new branch will
be at Fort Norman, on the Mackenzie :ftiver, 1,400 miles north of Edmonton, in the center of the
new Canadian northern oil fields, within a few
miles of the ai·ctic circle. A staff and equipment
for the new office is now being pushed as rapidly
as possible by canoe, scow and river steamer up
the Mackenzie River, in an attempt to be ready
for business when the flood of expected oil prospectors begins to flow into the Mackenzi~ region
eai;ly in July.
The Fort Norman office will be the second
branch opened in the l\:Iackcnzie district by the
Union Bank of Canada within the month. On
June 8, the bank opened an off:ce at Fort Smith,
on the Slave River, within a few miles of the
northern boundary of the province of Alberta.

the committee to-day that he did not care to dignify Smith's story with a denial.
RAISE NEW LIBERTY POLE.
~n exact. rep_r oduction of the Liberty Pole
which stood m City I-Ja1I Pn.rk in 1776 and which
was pr~sented to the city with appropriate
ceremomes on Tuesday, June 14, was set up in
th~ park June 10 on the iden tical spot where the
origmal pole stood. The latest pole is the gift
of the Sons of the Revolution and the New Yo1·k
Historical Society.
Faith Brown, daughter of H enry Collins
Brown, member of the New York Historical Society's committee, shared with the Mayor the
honors of helping to put the pole in place. While
cameras clicked the Mayor dug the first spadeful of earth, and a large crowd applauded. At
the base of the hole was planted a box containing. bulletin of the New York Hi!itorical Society,
copies of current newspapers, official records of
the Sons of the Revolution and copies of Valentine's Manual of Old New York and Guide to
New York.
The pole stands between Broadway and tho
City Hall, on a line with Warren Street.
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ACCUSED BY CONVICT.
John Smith, one of two prisoners who escaped
from the Rensselaer County jail May 5, and was
subsequently recaptured, testified before a subcommittee of the New York State Commission of
Prisons that Under Sheriff George T. Morris connived at his escape. The testimony was given at
a hearing of charges against Sheriff John Seeley, Jr.
"Morris gave me a file the latter part of
April," Smith told the prison Commissioners,
"and said that if I wanted to make a key to get
out of jail I could, but that I should not tell any
one."
Smith said that he had never mentioned the
incident about the file to any one. After Morris
gave it to him he made a key that would unlock
the jail door, he said.
Under She1·iff Morris, who at a previous hearing gave testimony against Sheriff Seeley, told
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A NARROW ESCAPE.
By KIT CLYDE.

-

The twilight was rapidly deepening into the
dark on a pleasant eve11ing in June, as a young
horseman of twenty-two or three years of age
emerged from the forest path and, checking the
animal's pace, paused for an instant Qr two contemplating the scene before him.
A truly pastoral scene it was, though only a
settler's humble clearing on the very confine:; of
civiliz<1tion, and to the young man it was the
dearest spot on earth.
It was the home of old Seth Morgan, one of
the first of the hardy pioneers who more than
seven years before had penetrated to these Western wiidernesses, and out of the heart of the
primeval forest hewed a homestead for himself
and family.
It was not an excess of affection for the hardy
settler, however, that caused such emotion to
fill the breast of the young man, whose name was
Edward Weston, but a far deeper feeling-the
strong and passionate love he cherished for his
eldest daughter, Clara; who was his affianced
wife.
The girl returned his affection, and the following day had been appointed for the wedding.
Already the guests had been invited, and more
than a dozen men and women standing about the
d:>or of the little log cabin waved their hats and
handkerchiefs toward the expectant bridegroom
~s h0 p,aused for a moment after emerging from
foe forest.
Again urging on his horse, in a few mjnutes
l:J-:1ger he had reached the house, and dismountilog, was warmly greeted by the guests.
Another moment and his bethothed wife was
ch\sped to his breast.
Guests from distant clearings came gradually
dropping in, until whe.i1 the night had fallen they
m:mbernd more than twenty of both sexes, and by
ten o'clock the floor had been cleared for dancing,
the enlivening strains of the fiddle floating
tbrough the open window upon the calm night
ail'.
Had the merry-makers but known that more
lhan a hundred dark-skinned '.figures, their faces
hideous with crimson war-paint, were crawling
stealthily toward the house, it might have
changed their joyousness to fear; but they suspected nothing until it was too late, and with
:fiendish eries of exultation upon this lips the savages were among them.
Taken wholly by surprise the settlers had not
the ghost of a ch:mce to defend themselves, and
although they fought like men who expect no
mercy, a few minutes and it was ended.
With his body protecting the girl he loved, Edward Weston had fought with the ferocity of despair, and more than one villainous savage had
fallen never to rise again beneath the strokes of
his bowie knife; but at last he was overpowered
by · munbe1·s, and the blood streaming from ·a
g·hastly would upon his forehead, he sank unconconscious to the ground.
When he again came to himself the day was
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breaking, and he was lying in a pool of blood
:l,mong the cold and mangled remains of the wed.ding guests.
Staggering to his feet as recollection gradually
came back to him, a feeling of surprise mingled
with his despair.
Among the corpses there were no female ones
except that of Mrs. Morgan, and the conclusion
presented itself that the rest of the women had
been carried off alive.
A ray of hope shot through Edward Weston's
breast at the thought.
Clara might still be alive, and if she were his
life still had a purpose.
He would recover her, dead or alive, from her
savage captors, and wreak upon them such a
vengeance as should be ren;iembered for years.
As he made this resolution, he staggered toward the little brook that fl.owed past the rear of
the house, and laving his brow with the cool
water and binding up his wounds, in a short time
he left stronger.
Fortunately, his horse had not been placed in
his stable, but turned loose to pasture, and in
less than half an hour he was ready for his desperate enterprise.
He had been a hunter from his very childhood,
and to his practiced eyes the trail of the Indians,
although evidently concealed with the greatest
care, was not hard to find.
Once upon it, he mounted his horse, and rode at
headlong speed.
In the course of several hours, the evidences of
precaution the savages had used so far to cover
their trail became less marked, and he knew he
must be app-roaching their encampment.
Suddenly the howls of the legion of mongrel
curs, always to be found follo,ving an Indian
camp, smot~upon his ears, and the next moment
he saw in tne distance the gleam of the smoldering fires.
Checking his ho1'se, he dismounted, and securing the animal in a clump of thick undergrowth,
he prepared to continue the trail on foot.
Besides two revolvers and a small satchel con~
•taining cartridges, he had two bowie knives and
a huge horn containing several pounds of powder.
Assuring himself that the chambers of the revolvers were in working order, he began to make
his; way toward the distant camp.
His progress was necessarily slow, and more
than an hour elapsed before he reached it.
Prostrate, face downward upon the ground,
he crawled toward the nearest tent.
The encampment was made in the form of a
semi-circle running down to the shore of a small
lake.
Behind it for several hundred yards was a
dense growth of chaparral and underbrush that
gradually merged into the forest.
As the young man. noticed this an idea entered
his brain, that caused a look of malignant satisfaction to overspread his face.
With a skill that would have done no disc1·edit
to the most experienced scout, he dragged his
body noiselessly along the ground, until he had
reached the first test of the semi-circle, begin·
ning at the water's edge.
"\1/ith his bowie knife he noiselessly cut away
the birch bark of which the lodge was composP-d,
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and through the opening thus made peered into
the interior.
A dozen or more Indians lay on the ground
asleep, but there was no sign of the presence of
the maiden he was risking his life to rescue, and
again the malignant look came upon his face as
he thought of the revenge he contemplated.
Unslinging the powder horn, he sprinkled a
thin trail of the powder along the ground, beginning beside the small heap of fragments he
had cut from the covering of the lodge.
Then, still lying face downward upon the
ground, he made his way toward the next wigwam, leaving behind him as he passed the thin
trail of powder.
To the next he went in the same manner, and
to the next, and next, until more than two dozen
had been investlgated, and still there was no
trace of the girl he was seeking.
But now one remained, and with the hope he
had cherished gradually dying out of his breast,
he proceeded to cut through its covering as he
had done the others.
In his impatience to know at once the best or
worst, he did not take time, as he had done before, to cut the opening inch by inch, but with
two rapid slashes of his knife tore away a piece
of the bark large enough to admit his whole
body.
As he did so tJ'.\e noise a1·oused the sole occupant of the wigwam, an Indian whose extra
adornments upon his dress showed him to be a
chief and who, with a guttural ejaculation of
mingled anrrer and surprise, sprang toward him.
The hatchet he had snatc~d from his belt was
upraised threateningly, and in an instant Edward Weston realized his position.
It was no time for h esitation, and grasping his
bowie knife firmly he raised himself upon his elbow, and hurled it with all his strength at the
advancing savage.
The aim was true, and without so much as a
single shriek of pain, the Indian fell dead upon
the ground.
Hardly had this happened than the blanket
over the doorway was Uu-own aside, and another
savage entered.
For a moment he stood bewildered, and then
snatching the tomahawk from his belt, a wild
cry on his lips, he sprang toward the young
man, the weapon upraised for the deadly blow.
As the blanket had been raised, he had seen,
passing around one of the capes in the distance,
a party of men, and among them he also fancied
he saw the flutter of women's dresses.
Could it be possible that Clara had escaped and
was with them?
The knowledge of the fugitive party and the
question flashed through his mind with the elec" tric quickness of thought, but thei-e was no time
to ponder over an answe1·.
He threw his other bowie knife, with the same
result as the first one.
With one wild death-cry the savage fell backward, and the young man, knowing that in an instant the whole camp would be upon him, felt
that there was no time to be lost if he would
make his escape.
But first there was his revenge.
Emotyjn~ the remaining contents of his pow·
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der-horn upon the ground, he drew one of the revolvers from his belt and fired.
In an instant it ignited the dry bark of which
the wigwam was built, and then a thin streak of
fire like a serpent ran on to the next, until before a minute had elapsed the whole enc[\mpment
was in a blaze.
A wild, ringing laugh of triumph upon his lips,
Edward ';l,'eston ran at the top of his speed toward where his horse was picketed, but already
the whole of the savages, with fierce cries of
rage, were after him.
Suddenly a cry of alarm, breaking simultaneously from his pursuers, caused him to check his
pace, and looking around, saw in an instant the
cause of their fear.
The flames of the blazing wigwams had ,:pread
into the chaparral, and the who:le forest would
soon be on fire.
Too well the young man realized now what he
hacl done.
It was now a race between the fire and himself
which should first reach the spot where he had
left his horse, but at last he did so in safety, and
sprang into the saddle.
The animal, as if comprehending the danger,
exerted his utmost spe,ed, and for a little while
it seemed as if he would distance the fire.
½.fter an hour or so, however, he began to grow
exhausted, and the rider's utmost endeavors could
not urge him on.
Turning in his saddle, Edward Weston looked
around, and as he did so a feeling'of the utmost
despair came over him.
The horse's steps were growing slower and
slower, and, the fire was not more thtm two
hundred yards away.
The heat was growing unbt>arable. Mechanically he strove to urge on his horse's stumbling
footsteps; a wild delirium seemed to tl:l.ke possession of his sensef , [\nd then all was blank
When he again recovered consciousness he was
lying upon a blanket stretched beneath the
shadow of a tree.
Gazing about him in a bewildered way, his
glance was suddenly riveted by an anxious face
that was bending over him.
"Am I awake?" he gasped. "Has it all been
a dream, Clara?"
He had been correct in his surmise that Clara
was one of the fugitives he had seen passing behind the shelter of the cane at the moment the
savage had raised the hatchet to deal his deathblow. With her companions she had managed to
escane from the Indian camp, and almost immediately had fallen in with a company of United
States troops, who at once took them under their
protection, and also riding away from the fire,
had, luckily for Edward Weston, come upon him
at the very moment his horse had fallen, and
thrown him stunned to the ground.
Riding across the hack of the fire, it had
passed them by unharmed; but of the unmounted
savages, not one of them remained alive to tell
the tale of their companions' doom.
The fate of Clara Morgan's parents had !teen
terribly avenged, and the girl was now left quite
alone in the world; two weeks later the interrupted ceremony took place, and she became the
wife of Edward Weston.,
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SMOKER KEEPS PIPE BURNING 2 HOURS
5 MINUTES.
Fifty tobacco lovers sat in a row at the TobacNEW YORK, JULY 8, 1921.
co Fair in the Horticultural Hall, Westminster,
London. Each was bent on making his pipeful
of tobacco last longest, for waiting for him who
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
was still smoking when the pipes of the others
Single Copit•!-o ............... PosU1Jte Freo .•••
.n Cenh were out was a new bicycle. To be second in
''
Ono Copy 'l'hret, Jlontha...
.VO Cent•
this race of slowness was not to be an empty
One <.01•.Y ::,ix .\i.onths .....•
$1.'ltl
One Cot•Y One 1:t'ar .....•.
S.110
honor. Nine gallons of ale was the second prize.
Some of the competitors were white-haired men
ROW 'l'O SE~D ~IONEY-At our risk &end P. O.
1\luucy Ordt•r. L'llt•1.:k or Hcgistered LC'tter; re1nittnnces in
of the chimney co1·ner, who had known and loved
Auy otller way are :tt your risk. We accept Postn110
hlawps tuc same u• casll. Wheu •eudinr silver wrap the many a long "churchwarden." One was a Chelt:oiu rn u separate piece ot paper to avoid cuttlni:r tile sea pensioner who smoked gri.mly on when a good
euvelopc. Write your nawe and address plllinl7. Ad• many of his neighbors had :i:etired from the conrc::1s lett~rs to
test.
Not a word was spoken by the competitors, but
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher
round about them their friends stood and jocuiti6 West 23d St., NP.w York
larly urged them to "stick to it."
Forty seconds were allowed to light up and
no relighting was permitted.
!NTEREST
OF
ITEMS
R. Woodcock of W aithamsbow won the contest. He smoked for 2 hours 5 minutes, seven
OSTRICH SKIN SHOES.
We have recently had many odd leathers such minutes under the record time. He used a clay
pipe and kept his tobacco together with a needle.
11s shark skin, porpoise, etc., and now the ostrich
comes forward to help leather shortage. Shoes The second prize wim1er was A. Holland, of
made of leather from ostrich skins will outlast Blackfriars, whose time was 1 hour 28 minutes.
The record of 2 hours 12 minutes was estableather. The ostrich always had a reputation
lished at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, in
of being a touchy old bird.
1907.
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SPILLED HOME BREW ON POLICE.
While police officers were standing in the doorway of a house in Wichita, Kan., in the act of
serving a search warrant on the owner they were
drenched with home brew dripping from the ceillng of the floor above. It developed that the
)wners of the liquor in their hurry to get from
;he second story window, accidentally tripped
over a jar containing several gallons of the
liquid. Several arrests were made and a large
amount of liquor confiscated.
SEARCHLIGHTS FOR BAIT FOR AV ALON
FL YING FISH.
This fish story comes from Avalon, on Catalina
Island, twenty-five miles out in the Pacific from
Los Angeles.
Catalina Island is noted for several things.
[t is a good place for goat hunting; it boasts the
westernmost wireless telephone station in the
United States, and it is the rendezvous for flying
fish. Millions of them make their home in Avalon
Bay.
The Catalina Excursion Company has equipped
one oi its boats with a giant searchlight and
every night it scouts about Avalon Bay rousing
thousands of flying fish out of their native
haunts, much to the edification of the passengers.
The flying fish craze has grow11 to such proportions that instead of one light the boat now
boosts six, enabling it to arouse school after
school cf the peculiar creatures.
\Vhcre the voyagers formerly were content to
r.:couut in thousands the number of flying fish
they had seen, it is no uncommon thing now to
hear them talk about millions, meanwhile producing the remains of unfortunate specimens
which hurled themselves at the boat's lights, only
to fall on its decks.

--·LAUGHS
••

••

'Vy don't yer speak ter yer svell friendt at der
odder end of der car?" "Shush! She ain't paid
her fare yet."
Wigwag-What do you find the greatest drawback to a literary career? Scribbler-Return
postage.
She-Why do you want me to take the morning glory as my floral emblem? He-Because the
morning glory knows when to shut up.
"We're getting on pretty well, now that we're
carrying on the business together, aren't we,
father'!" "Oh, pretty well, my son. I do the
business and you do the carrying on."
Edith came running in one day in great distress. "Oh, mother," she cried, "Mary has taken
the nest egg out of the old hen's nest, and now
how can she ever make another without any
pattern to go by?"
"Indians, you know," said the widely-read man,
They're never known to
"are very stoical.
laugh." "Oh, I don't know," replied the flippant person. "The poet Longfellow made Minnehaha."
"How beautiful it is to see the sign of Spring
everywhere," remarked the landlady at the breakfast table. "I wish I could discover some evidence of it in my mattress," muttered tt--~ hallroom lodger.
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of Oregon of the senlion menace whic)1 destroys
SUEZ CANAL TO BE TUNNELED.
The great military base at Kantara, from which more fish than all H ' famed cannenes of the
For bounties the
the British built a military railway through the district combined can pack.
<l ~,ert to Palestine, is being dismantled. The line, hunter has brought in over 10,000 sea lions.
1 f
course, is pe1manent. During the war the Thousands of tons of salmon are destroyed annually by the peculiar land and . water ~ast
Si.:ez Canal was crossed by a large swing bridge,
""·hich is now to be dismantled. Connection be- against whom the huter wages me1·c1less wan:are.
tween the Egyptian railways and the new line to The secretary of the State Fish Commission
Palestine will be maintained by means of a tun- states that during the 157 days which constitute
the open season, and during which the canneries
nel which will be built below the Suez Canal.
are allowed to ope1 ate, Fea lions along the coast
consume 41,500,000 pounds of solmon.
9,311 BISON IN THE WORLD.
The total number of pure-blood bison throughout the world is now only 9,311, of which one- DROPS DEAD MAKING HIS SECOND HOME
third are to be found in the United States, acRUN.
cording to a summary of the thirteenth census
A home run the other day cost the life of Louis
of living American bison as of Jan. 31, just made
saleFman. of No. 973 Int,..rpublic by the American Bison Society. Of this Fetyk, twenty-two, a at
Van Cortlandt Park Panumber there are in the United States 3,427 cap- vale Avenue, Bronx,
New York.
tive and 100 wild bison. In Canada there are 4.- rade Grounds,
,vith the score tied, 3 all, and a man on ba,:e,
91(3 captive and 800 wild; in North America, 900
!'mashed a homer and sped around the bases,
he
America
South
In
9,243.
of
total
a
making
wild,
200 spectators of a "pick-up" team r;ame
while
capin
bison
68
are
there
an<'! foreign countries
Among them was his brother Rudolph,
cheHed.
1,700
1920
In
9,311.
of
tivity, mal<ing a total
,
a Dlayc1·.
calves were born.
Hardly had he touched the plate when FiJty,c
dead. Patrolman Russell of thP Kings"BTSMARCK" TO BE NAMED "MAJESTIC." dropned Station
called Dr. Collins of Fo1·dh:mi
The German liner "Bismarck," sister ship to brid,::_e
death ·was due to heart
the "Vaterland," now the "Laviathan." is near- Hospital. The doctor said
ing completion 3.t the yards of the Blohm & Voss failure .
The margin of victory-the game was Rtopned
Shipping Compa11y at Hamburg. This ship, with
he had
a length of 950 feet and a beam of 100 feet, will -was due to Fetyk. In the first inning
haYe a gross ton11age of about 56,000. The build- made another home run. The fatal one came in
e1·s claim that she will be a better boat than the the seventh inning. Regelman had the body ref,'J:edical Examiner
"Vaterland," tl'e experience gained in that ship
being- embodied in her. The "Bismarck" was moved to the Morgue for a,n autopsy.
handed over to the Allies under the terms of the
Treaty, and has been sold to the White Star
WHY IS GOLD CALLED PRECIOUS?
Line, who will rename her "Majestic," when she
hoists the company's flag and takes her place in
Gold is called one of the precious metals bethe service from New York to Europe.
cause of its beautiful color, its luster, and the
fact that it docs not rust or tarnish when exposed to the air. It is the most ductile (can be
DO NOT EAT RATTLERS.
One of Yosemite National Park's most inter- stretched out into the thinest wire), and is also
esting snakes is the king snake. Dr. Bryant, the most malleable ( can be hammered out inic
who will be one of the nature guides this season, the thinest -sheet). It can be hammered mto
declares that its beautiful bandings of white, leaves so thin that light will pass through them.
black and red remind him of the beadwork of the Pure gold is so soft that it cannot be used in that
Mojave Indians of Arizona. The king snake was form in making gold coins or in making jewelry.
Other substances, generally copper, are added to
a g1·eat favorite of forty-niner gold seekers.
Finding it throughout the country infested by it to make the gold coins and jewelry ha1·d. Somerattlesnakes, snake stories, with the ready imag- times silver is also added to the gold with copper.
ination of that time, were soon told of its hunts The gold coins of the United States are made of
for big rattlers. These yarns finally crysta!ized nine parts of gold to one of copper. The coins
of France are the same, while the coins of Enginto the well-known mountain superstition.
The king snake does eat other snakes, but it is land are made of 11 pa,.·ts of gold to one of copsurely nature faking to say that it deliberately per. The gold used for jewelry and watch cases
starts out on a hunt for the rattlesnake, says Dr. varies from eight or nine to 18 en.rats fine.
Another reason why gold is called a precious
Bryant.
metal is that it is very difficult to dissolve it.
None of the acids alone will dissolve gold, and
RIFLEMEN TO GUARD FISH.
One of the most novel jobs in the United States only two of them when mixed together will do
is held down by a man in Oregon. The State so. These are nitric acid and hydrochloric acid.
Legislature has just commissioned hi mofficial When these two acids are mixed and gold put into
sealion hunter and he is to work in co-operation the mixture the gold will disappear-Book ,
with the State Fish Commission to rid the coast Wonders.
d
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CHLOROI'ORi\IS HIMSELF TRYING TO KILL
HlS CAT.
Frank S01:1dei-s, a Pennsylvania Railroad engineer, lost his JHe the othe1· day attempting to
chlorofonn an aged cat at his home in Paoli Pa.
'
'
\Vhile l1is family was away.
The cat screached and st/uggled as he tried
to hold a chlol"Oform rag to it;; nose. Souders
fell unconscious and died from the fumes. The
·
cat ran away.
WAR SOUVENIR IN SCALP.
George R Clark, traffic policema11, Wichita,
Kan., has a new souvenir of the war which
wasn't bro'.lght oversea:; in a truck or kit-ha"'.
It is a piece of shrapnel the size of a small bullet which recently was removed by a surgeon
from Clark's scalp. The piece of metal found a
home in Clark's anatomy two years ago during
the Argonne battle. He suffered a number of
other wounds at the time.
MOTHER RABBIT KILLS SNAKE.
That even the timid rabbit will 'fight in clefem;e of its young was proved by M. E. Dalby
of Elk Prairie Township, Ill., who saw a mothei.·
i-abbit in a life or death conflict with a black
snake three feet long. The snake had attacked
tne 11~st of young rabbits nearby and the mother
had come to their rescue. Dalby ' went after a
club to help the rabbit, but when he returned she
had torn the snake in pieces with her cla,vs and
sharp teeth.
LANDS BIG CATFISH.
Henry Hensley, a young farmer living on the
Northfork River, east of Mountain Home, Mo.,
brought a thirty-eight pound blue catfo,h into
town recently that cost him a real fight to land.
Hensley had several lines set, and went to examine them in his boat the other morning.
One had a fish on and he started to Taise it,
having taken the pole in his hand. The fish
made a straightaway run, and Hensley, afrnid
he would break loo,;e, jumped into the water after
him.
Swimming and wading, he fought him for 300

FREE

yards down the sti-eam, and finally wore him out
and landed him. This makes the third big catfish
he has caught within the last week. The others
weighed seventeen antl twenty-five pounds, respectively.
"RED SCHOOLHOUSE" SAILS THE SEVEN
SEAS.
Apprentices on tl1e Spanish steamship Artegan Mendi are required to attend a floating
school while sailing the seven seas. This ship
which came i11to Galveston a few days ago and
took a cai·go of wheat for a foreign port, is fitted
up with a regular schoolroom where the apprentices receive daily instruction from a professor who devotes all of his time to the schoolroom duties.· The vessel is operated by the
Spanish Government and carries seventeen app1·enticcs, who are being trained to become steamship officers. These boys, most of whom appear
to be about 16 or 17 years old, are taught both
the theory and practice of the things that a model
steamship officer should know.
A large cabin amidships has been 'fitted up as
a perfect schoolroom for the boys and their instructor. It is near the quarters in which the
apprentices live and to their refectory. Large
desks of the kind typical of the little red schoolhouses of the United States, but wrought richly
in fine wood, are installed, and each apprentice
has all the textbooks and materials and instruments he needs for his work. On one bulkhead
of the cabin is affixed the time honored blackboard, whe.re intricate problems may be visualized through the medium of common chalk. The
place is light and airy and seems more suitable
for a schoolhouse than the average building used
for that purpose.
The apprentices combine actual operation of
the vessel with the theory that is taught in the
schoolrncm. The day i:; so divided that they may
gain, in each twenty-four hours, a measm·e of
practical work together with textbook information. \Vhat they learn, therefore, they know
thoroughly and are able to apply practicaily.
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The cong1·egation of
the Clayton Baptist
Church at Raleigh, N.
C., were on the verge
of discharging their organist for his inability
to create anything but
weird groaning from
the organ, when they
decided to investigate
first. From one of the
pipes they drew a ninepound possum. So the
organist was reinstated
and the possum was
made into a stew.
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It is a strange
story, that of the
sa pBranicki
phire, which M.
Lacomblez, examining magistrate,
is at present investigating. This
precious st on e ,
known as "The
Sapof
King
phires," belonged
to the Branicki
family; it was
bought at Frank1840,
in
fort
weighed 291 carat!=., is said to
have been worth
million
several
francs, and was
taken from the
of
pocket
hip
Xavier
Coun t
Branicki at Warsaw in July, 1918,
during the German occupation.
Count
The
found himself in
recently,
Paris
and knowing that
there is an immarket
portant
for p r e c i o u s
stones in the city,
he thought he
would ask the police to make inquiries about his
sapphire. The poinspectors
lice
found in the possession of a dealer in precious
stones not the
but
sapphire,
portions of it.
He was aware
that the stone
had figured in
the exhibition in
Vienna in 1867,
and in the Pari~
in
exhibition
1878, and realizing that it would
be difficult to get
rid of it he had
it cut into fragments, some of
which were utilized in rings and
necklaces. Of the
291 carats only
136 carats remain.
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cured orNOPAY

Ne mo.tter whether 11.sed 1n pipe, cisarettea.
d(fars. chew"d, or used in the torni ot 1nuff.
Saperba Tob11.cco Remedy contains nothinll'
!nJurious. no dope, po1soD8, or habit-formID" drugs. Guarftnte!'d. Sent on trlal. 11
It cures cost• you one dolls.r. If It talle Ill
It :,ou are not perfectly aatlsfted. coet1 yow
nothh>,ir. Write for full remedy todft)'.
IIUPERBA OOJllPANY, KU, Baltimore,•••
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oc pi;r 100.,
s1.oo. Blank Cart1·kJC'U .az c&I., i,W,,pr,od ar .. ,
L11un SP011$1~G c•9DS ct. In 112. D,,, 617 c•1cut

- • la.re• nrie\y ot mod~lt 1o tAoos•
from. Piek tho oae you like best. We
eend ii expr~ss prt1uld.

A. 11r )11 d•·

posit and dolla-r t\ week. P'inyear

guarautoe-6 montl•' accident policy.

HAVERFORD CYCLE COMPANY Bir aew catolo,:
Ul colon-FREE
J:~l·&t>llahed ~ Jf'ar1.
Phila~eloLia, Pa. Send for it--NOWI

Dept. 527

B, a Bi,,ck B.11uty Owna- Agent

d'ftlEI
AWAY
SOLVE this puzzle, win Ford Ant,o votes free. The iettera of ine
-'-w-....,...,.+.r- nlph&bet are numbered: A la I, B 192, and,oon. Tbellguresln the
...._ l!ttle e,qn<>res to the lett repre•eut four words. (20 Is the letter "T",)
What2retbetourworde? Can you work!ti:onti ltso, fl.e-ild your tr.newer
qnfck. Surely you w,_nt thi11 flne, new Ford a..ut1,. Send ~money.
~ I baye ~lready ,:1ven away many an.t.03. Y:ou canpwn ~no
•

SEt">.l'D ANSWER TO-DAY
We not only ~!ve a.,.,.ay th!s Ford nuto, but hut~ck'2tls of' dollars to cM;h And scores

c,f othe~ valu~ble p1faes.

for f'V(.'t)'body.

Bicycles, Guns, Wa~ches, Talking M<1chines; foometliing
Evc-ryone who answer$ this can hai-e a prize.
There are co losel"S.

Do Yc11 Want It? ~~;~t1~r:1f~~ltEtl~~~ sJJ!~~~dJgh~~·oo5;:u•;~~t~~;3 {:~t:t~d;;;!J1b!°~~
lFORD \VILL'50N.__~~!o Street, DepL 2465
Chicago, 1!1.

on tsgal a.ffl.,fav!t, J'ol:in. Hart Brittain, tinsiness msn, certified.
to this: "My head at the top and back was a.bsolutsly bald. The
!Scalp was ahii,y. An exp~rt said that he though.t the hair 1·oots were ,
extinct, and thera was no hope of my ever having a now hair growth.
"Yet now, at nn ag8' over 66, I ha,e c lUX'Uiant growth of
_1:<>ft, strong, lnskous hair! No trace of baldness. The pictures shown.
llere are from my photog:raphs." :Mr. Brittain certified further:

INDIAl"i'~ SECRET OF ~AIR GROWTH
''At a time when I had. become discou:rage<l
at trying various hair lotions, tonics, specinlista'
treatments, etc.. , I co.me across, in my tr:iovels, a
Cherokee Indian 'medicine man' who had. an. elixir
that he asseverated would grow my hair. :A.lthongh ".4.fl-er hair grow•h
iI had bui little fait~ I gave it a trial, 'l'o my
•
·
1,ID.azeme:ul; a light fuzz soon appeared, It dev3lopod, d2,y by day, into
a healthy growth, and ere long mY. hail! :was ai. prolifro ,as in my
~outhful days,
That I wai astonished anil happy u"t¥~ressit1t1 my state of mind mildly.
Obviously, the hair roots had not boen dead, but we.re dormant in
iUie scalp, awaiting the fertilizing potency of the mysterious pomade.
I negotiated for and came into possession of the principle for preparing this mysterious elb:ir, JtOW called Kotalko, and l&ter had the
..,,,~.
• :. I-' recipe pu, into practical form by a chemist.
1
0
"' - • w,ien ua "'
Th&t my own hair growth was permanent has been amply prove4.~,

How YOU May Grow YOUR Hair ~

It has been provect in very many cases that hair roots aid.

:not die even when the hair fell out through dandruff, !ever.
oJopecia a.rcata or certain other hair or scalp disorder:,. Miss
,A, D. Otto reports: "About 8 years ago my hair began-to fall
out until my seaip in spots was
almost entirely bald. I nsed
enrything tha, was recommend•
ed but was always disappointed
until at last I came across Ko•
FOR FALLING HAIR
talko. M:r bald spots are b6!ng
BALDNESS, DANDRUFF
covered now; the growth h al·
ready abou} three inches." G.
W.. :Mitchell reports: "I hnd
spots completely bnld, over
which hair is now growing since
I used Kotalko. " · ;Mrs. Matilda
Maxwell reports r "The who!&
tront of my head wos as bald
as the palm of my hand for abou\ 15- years. Since usinf.
ll:otalko, hair is groWing aL over the phcei that, was ba.ld,' · U{c,tt,11io ii W01Jt!e,'ful
l,fany more splendid, convincil'.\JE :reports 1rom satisfied users,
fer wome11's hlhr.
contain!! GENUINll JlEAR OIL and other potent in•
gredients. No alcohol, no shampoo; but a hair elixir of
wonderful efficacy. All ingredients are snfe :ind h.armless,
even for a child's scalp and hair. Positively KOTALKO is
one delightfnl!y reli,.bfo hair preparation that sncceedS
11pon genuine meritc. Buy a box of KO'l'ALKO at the drug store. Or ask tor Kotalko
ilt the toilet goods 51r drng counter of any large department store. Remember th•
ll&me, .Accept nothing elso ea ''just as good,'' $800.00 GUARANTEE. Or if you send 10
cents (silver or stamps). yon will receive a PROOF BOX of Kotalko with BR.OOHURE,
~st-paid. Determine NOW to eliminate DA.NDRUFF,..._to tTeat BALDNESS, to STOP
J:[A.IR FROM FALLING. Goll a box of gua.rant-ead .n..OTALXO, appl7 on~ or twice
.cl.a:lq; watch in your mirr.or, For PBOOJ.lf BOX (10 cent•, none otherwise) writo 'IO

KOTALKO

For Sale at all
BusyDrug Stores

KOTALKO-OFFBCES, BA-375~-Station X, New York

REFITTING
BIG LINER TO
COST $1,000,000.
Details of the
recpnditioni_ng of
the transatlantic
liner
George
VT a s h i n g ton,
which
is
the
largest
American
merchant
vessel ever to fly
the
American
flag, were announced f<'Cently
by the Toed Shipyards
Corporation, ·which has
received the contract from the
United
States
Jtlail Steamship
Company.
The
cost will exceed
$1,000,000
and
the terms provide
for the completion of the work
by August.
During
t h ·e
p e a c e negotiations the · George
Washing ton
was
used
by
President Wilson
on his two visits
to Europe.
It
was
also
the
choice of King
Albert and Queen
Elizabeth of Belgii.un when they
came
to
the
United
States.
The steamer was
used ai;: a transport during the
war and carried
many thousands
of troops.
The
George
Washington was one
of
the
North
German
Lloyd
vessels seized by
this Government,
When refitted
the steamer will
have accommodations for 3,000
passenger3. The
swimming pool is
to be the largest
ever installed on
a steamship. The
installation
of
billiard tables has
been made possible as the result
of an anti-l'Ollil1g
" device.

.-

FISH OR 1
ANIMAL.
"When is a fish
not a fish?" is the
question
uppermost in the mind
of Forest Taylor
of No. 30' North
Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
these days.
It being an
ideal fishing day,
Taylor decided to
spend it imitating Izaak Wal ton
in beguiling the
fish from their retreats. Upon ar1·iving at a pond
north of town, he
cast his seine, intent upon capturing a few minnows for bait.
When he drew it
f r om
shallow
depths, he beheld
a sight that made
him think corn
whisky had got
into his system
by absent treatment.
He drew a pair
of nameless, unknown species of
water creatures
with heads like
that of a dog-fish,
skin like that of
a pickerel and a
body like that of
a
lizard.
Just
back of the head
there is a pai:r of
gills similar to
those of Japanese
gold-fish,
which
enables the creature to brnathe
under water. Its
fish-like head can
be compared, as
to the !;etting of
eyes and form of
nostrils, to that
of a Gila monster.
Samuel B. Lippincott,
teacher
of biology in Oklahoma City High
School, is intending to take the
species to the biology laboratory
for a definite research, in the endeavor to find
what status the
animal - or fish
-has.

Like I Did Mine" - Says
Pastor Raed I Wife
Also Rid of Neuritis
Suffered Tortures For Yean1-Now
Telllnl& Good Nows To Others

ORE Finger Print Experts are needed.

M

Men who are masters of this profession
are scarce. The demand for Finger
Print Experts is great. As a special inducement we will give you free of charge our new
easy reading course in Secret Service Intelligence if you enroll at once.

- - -----

Be a Finger Plint Expert

~on't Bollen That Old Humbuir Abo"''
'Uric Acid' Belnir the Cause of Bheu•
matlom - lt'o Not l!lo I"

Emphatically asserting that thousands of
unfortunate suffPr<·rs have been led into
taking wrong treatments under the old and
fulse belief that "Uric Acid" causes rheumatism, Pastor H. W. Reed says:
'"As do some of our highest medical
authorHies. I now know that 'Uric Acid'
never di(! and never will cause rheumatism!
llut it took me many years to find out tbis
truth. I learned bow to get rid of my
rheumntlsm and recoYer my health and
streng-th, through reading 'The Inner Mysteries of Rheumatism,' a work written by nn
authority wbo hns scientlfkally stn<li<><i the
cause nil<l trC>atment of rheumatism for over
twenty years. It was indeed a veritable
revelation!
"I bad sufl'ered agony tor years from
rheumatism and associated disorders, and
l\frs. RC>ed was tortured with the demon
neuritis almost beyond endurance. We had
read and talked so much about 'Uric Adil"
that onr rolncls ~<'<'med poisoned. Rut thn
'Inner Mysteries of Rheumatism• made It nil
clear to us and now we are both free from
the suffering and misery we endured so
m1111y years.
I believe I was tbe hardest
mnn In the worlrl to convert! For me to
<liscard tile old 'Uric Acid' theory, and what
I now know to he absolutely false. for thP
new, srlentillr understanding ot the causes
nncl cure of rbeumntisro, was llke asking '""
to C>hange mv religious bPlief• ! Rut T <"' •
change. and It wns " tortnnate day for me
an<'. mine when I did so."
NOTE: "The Inner Mysteries ot Rhcumathm" referred to above by Pastor Reed lays
bare tacts about rheumatism and its associated disorders overlooked by doctors and
scientist~ for centuries past. It is a work
that should be in thC> bands of every man
or woman who has the slightest symptoms
of rheumatism, neuritis, lumbago or gout.
Any one who sends name and adclress to H.
P. Clearwater, 534 F Street, Hallowell,
l\laine. will receive it hy mall. postag<> pni, 1
nhsorntely tree. Rend now, lest you forget
tl11• :iclflr,-.~<:!

Tf Pot a snffc-r<'r. rnt 0ut ,

,.,q,l:ination and !J11uu it tu some alillcte<i
!rknu..

Bui Id up a business on the basis of a trained
brain. You can do it as a master of tha
Finger Print profession. There is crying
need for Finger Print Experts right now and
the demand for these trained men is growing every day. A profession that offers wonderful opportunities for advancement. Governments, corporations, police departments,
institutitllllS and individuals have constant
use for these specially trained men. The
work is fascinating and

The Pay Is Big!
No special education is necessary. You can
become a master of this profession by studying at home in your spare time. Expert
Finger Print men travel all over the country solving mysteries that baffle all others.
They are important men and highly regarded and envied by every one.

Mail the Coupon

-

Get full Information about this great profession
and our bi2' offer of n free course in Secret Service
Jntelli2'ence. The mastery of these two closely allied professions places a brilliant career within
your "rasp. Achievements that will immediately
place the stamp of success upon you, are now possible. Send this coupon for full information NOW.

·----

University of Applied Science

._

__,

Deak 156~ 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chlcaco

Gentlemen: Withoot any obligations whatever, send me
your new FREE book on Finger Prints and your offer of a
free course in Secret Service Intellis-eace.
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l\Al'OLEOX :S OKACULUM AND D.KEA.)1
1.
80UK.-Luntuin1ug: tllt! great 01·acle of human tle.i·
:No.

tiuy; ul;,,.o u,c Lru_e .weauiug of nJmo~L auy kin~ or
dreum:--, toi;otLl·r with c.uarlll.s, ct!rc1uon1es, uud curious
ga,ucs ul ,·;:r<ls.
1,0. ~- U.O\l TO DO TRICK:s.-Tlle great book of
Olt1•rlc null card tri(-kl), co1.1laiui11g full iu,;truction on all
thc"1u1ui.1g ,ard tricks of tit <la), ulsu the most popular
Uy our lending rnagi1u· 1 ..-1l:·11 i11nsiou.s u.s p4.!:rfonned

i!i:.;;:s ;'

l'\"l J·,r hoy should ohtain a copy or this ~ook.
HOW 'l'O l·'LlllT.-'l'l!c arts aud wiles of
l\o. ~Uirtati,,n an, ru;ly e:q,i .1im,,l hy this little book, Besir.lc~ the nt,tious 1ucthoti~ of l1andkert·IJkf, fuu, glove,
pata ...;v,. \diu;u" a11ll bat ftilt alion, it cou1aius u full list
ot. the h111gw~~e and Renthi1u1t of 11owcrs.
HU,.· 'l'O O.L\ ,.a~ is tlJe ti Lie ,;f tllis little
JSo, ~.
L>;ok. 1t 1..:u11t.ai11ti 1ull tll:slrtu.:tions in L_t.c. art of tluncing,
eli, 1uet tc 1n th,: 1Jull.n.1(illl aHt.l at parue:::;, how to dress,
aud full ulrcctions !or cuilrng off i11 all vopular s,1ua1·e
•
dances.
110\V '.l'O MAKE LO\'I,;,-A complete gu.lde
No. 5.
co Jove, counsllip auu IJHu·liag-~, g.1.vu1g- scn~1l.HC at1~·1ce,
t·ule~ auU t·Ut1u~1 h~ to Ue uh~crvet..1, wH.h uu1uy cl.l1·1ou~

. .
auU iutl:'n:~liUg" tLings uut gl'lH'l aliy knuwu.
now TO .UECO.\U, A., A'1'1lLJs'l'E.-G1n11~
]',,o. 6.

full instruction~ 10r tile use of tiuml>uells, Jutliun clulJs,
parallel Uars, buru,.outal Uar:-. und , ai-ious otli<:r _metho<ls
of Ucveiopiug a gooU, heuitlly u1uscic; coutaunug over
,
slxtr i!Justrnlions.
.HOW '1'0 l{EI,;P Bl HDS.-lluut!somcly 1llu~-

l\o. ;.

tral~ll ~,ul runt niuiug J nll iu~truct1.u~i:,, Io.i·. lhc man_,~gu-

went 4iuc.1 tiuining of the t:auar.f, rnut:K~ug lard, Uubunilk,

Uh.1cldJirtl, i,a1.·,H1Ut•t, 1.nirrut, etc.
l\o. !). HOW 'l'O lii,(;u.111, .'J. v...::,,..'l'It1LOQ.~fo·r,-;BY llarry l\..cuBctly. 1:;vcry iutelligcut OO)' reading tlns
bOok of instrucliuns l'au waster tl,e att, and crl'arn any
umouut or f uu for himsl'l1 uU(i friends. It i~ tile greatest l>ouk eve,· publl~llcd.
110 \\' '1'u HOX.-'l'bc art of sdf-d,,fcuse
No 10
Coutuluiug u,·er tlJirty illustrations of
m>1ue' cu~r.
guards uiowt-, unt1 U.t' U.itlt•renl p:.,~itiolls of a good
lJuxer. 'i,;ve.i.'J tJu:,· sllot:ld obtain oue of these UStlkll aud
ius truoth·e hoo!~H, as it "ill t,•uch you how to ltox without au in::;trut:tor.
llO\\ TO WHlTE _LO\'.li:-Lls'.l'TERS,-;-A
1\o. H,
1no:'it <.'Vilt ph•i..e .tit tJP iJ<•OK, ('Out ainl'Tlg fuJl d1~-('~tlons r~r
writiug- Iorc-lctlcrs . :111d wlieu to u:;e thl!J.ll, g1niig spe<!,l.,
llicn h:u11r:-1 for young- and olU.
No. 12, nu,,· ·ro W 1H'l'i-: 1.,1,;T'l'l,RS TO LAIHES.(._Hvjug com1dcte instrU(·r10ns lt>l' wriling· lcllcr:;; to
ladies on all sul>je,·L~; also letters of iulroductwu, notes
aud r<11ttli':-.t!-'.
;,,o. 1:;. Jlv\V '.l'O DO l'l'; ..... HOUl~ 01:" .I,;'£1Ql'ETTK
- l t is :.1 t-;n·aL. lil\! ~cc.1.·t:t, aull ou~ that eve1·y .rouug
'.rl1cr~·:::; 1&aµpa1e:sti
n1an U.1.:.sin:s to know all a1.1out.
1-1.
iui>/:.
booh fol'

uow 1•0 :\IAlUs c .• xin:.-A complclc hanu1unkiug all hiulls ol c.:ntHl.Y, ice-crl·alll, syrups ,
·
es~cucc;o;, eLc., cl<:.
IIUW TO DO llH•:CllAXJCAL 'l'l~ICKS,l\o. ,7.
Conlalu,u·" tom1,lc!te iu~tructious tor [krlornnug oYC:r
~ix.ty u1t·~~til :L:u1 tricl~s. 1·'!111 .V iliu"lrutl.!tl.
uuw 'l'U llEC0.\11': iHs.\l"t'l-, t:L.-Une of
, ·;, . 18,
tbe hri·,utt."ht autl most ,·aluahil' litti(· Uook~ en•r _:..:;1vt:n
to tlle ~\"orhL J-~v~rybully w1::;lies to know how to LJC~
come Leautu ul, hoth 11uLle a1Hl icinn.le. '.l'lu! ::;ccret is
~ituplc. h.,ni ahn;,sl (•ostkss.
HOW TO J,;, "f1sl{T.UN AN l~\.'E:-.1:,,.0
l\o. ~(i.
r,\ H.'i'~ . -~\ t·on• ph~te cow1,NJlliH11l oi gamP!-., :-sr,urls,
cu1·U divcr:-:1011s 1 i.:t>1uir rl·dtatlons, etc., suiwhlt' for 1,~\rlor or t•:a,Yit1~-1·uuu1 et1tL1·Laiuna•ut. It co11t~th1s wore
for th1..~ 1uont•y than au.r IJuuk pul,Ji;.;;1P<I.
);,:.. ·.;J. ItO~Y TO .llt;~T .~:, o 1,·:::;ll.-The most eon. . pkte Jauutiug aull 1i.~Hiug- giddc P,er p:ihli~i.itd. It (·ontaiu:-: 1Ull in~t ruction~ u buu t guns, buntir.g dogs, Ira ps,
tn1i,plui,;- a:itl fishing·, togctllcr with Uc:scriJ>liun of g .uue
nnu 11~11.
1\.,, ,:;;. HOW •ro EXl'LAIN DUEA)IS,-'l'his little

l>ook gn·c•, the exp!analinn to nil kiuds of drPams, togetl,er 11ith htcky uud unl11eky days,

.l\o. ,n. HO\\' TO ,vn,Tf,; Li,:'1"1'.t;;RS 'l'O (:t;::-.1'!.B:M1·;~.-Colltai11i1:g- full Uh·t.:clions for writing to gcutle-

lll"n on ali suuj,•cts.
li'or salP l>y all newsdealers, or ~Ill te sent to an
address ou receipt ot price, lOc. per copy, In
money 01· stamps, by

FRANK 'l'OUSE).. Publisher,
.L68 " , i,t 2::.<l ~t .. cct.

WILD

BOOKS

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

WEST

WEEKLY

LATEST ISSUES - -

036 Youug Wild WesL antl the Saud Uill "Terrors"; or,
l{oau Ag,'nts of the Santa 1''e '.l.'rniL
037 " A(ter ··wJ,itp Horfi~ Juck"; or, Arletta and the
Wild Mustang.
!>39 " Four I•'oes; or, Secret B(lud or Cold Camp.
~il " an<l tlJe Tenderfoot 'J.'ourist; or, A Grizzly Hunt
in tlJe Rockies.
942 " Routing the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Arietta and
tlJe Snake Churwer.
943 " Crossing the Deatl Line; or, 'l'he Feud or tbe
Cowboys antl Sheep Herders.
944 " and tbe Boy Hunter; or, Arietta and tlJe Game
Stea le rs.
045 " on }~,Jitpesert or Death; or, Uemmecl In by
13
946 " RU(l the Pioneers; or, Fighting T!Jeir \Vay to
Grizzly Gulch.
047 " aud "llnwllide Rnlph"; or, The Worst Cowboy
in Texas.
Shooting for Glory; or, The Cowboy Jubilee at
048
Red !Jog.
Bowi•• Datt!e: or, Arietta and the Mlne Queen
94!l
OGO " Cemmanrli11g the Cavalry; or, 'l'he Last l<'lgllt
or th<' Apnch<'s.
an(] "Dil','ger Dan"; or, Arietta'R Danger Signal.
!l51
OG2
\\'ork ing His Lasso: or, '.1.'lJe Lnrint Gang ot the
Cattle Hang<',
953 " Hnu t in the Illlls: or, Arletta and the AT.tee
,J c•\YP)S,
954 " Trinunini, the 'l'rallers; or, L" t In the Land
of tlJc D,•nrl.
955 •• a\2~-:is,~:·,·;~•:,::}\~~k-Up; or, Arll' ,., IlPating the
050

,.

n57

fl

9!",S

"

050

"

Hopl1!g- u~~· .i •tnch Raiders: or,
·lpiup; the
'l'e~al, l~tutgC'rs.
and t?~e ••rrvJTiide T~n," or, Ari0t tf1. Two Last
!-hnts

OGO
UUl

"

962

..

Apa~he Tok<'n: or, The Trn!J '£1Jat Led to tbe
\'hll,>J· or Gord,
the t:altcrs; or, Arietta anil tile Dcatn
'l'rip to M,•xlco; or, Routin;:: thP J:ivpr Hai1Jers.
Plains; or. liow Arietla Sa n.?(l the
l•

"~~!\~)/~~"

~~~nii::ie~;r

ntp·;::~-~\~r ~ri,\iu.Camp; or, The Banclils an1l the
Tri pip Round-l"p; or, Arletta aud tlu• Cattle

963

"

004

"

Catcbiug 'he Claim Crooks; or, The "Bad" l\1Pn
of Beauty Spot.
Put lo Torture; or, A1·ief tn and the Apache

OGG

"

007

"

1'01111:,:

Death Sign; or, The SC'<'rc>t or For"'"ot•co
1,nnch.
\\'il<l \\'t•st's Xevn,J:1 Vengeancp• or,
'
Ari<'tta nu<! the Rnrfod Gold,
Co,~·l,oy Cavalry; or, ~aviug the DC'siPA"ecl Snl~

"

nurl the 0Y!'rlnud Express; or, Arletta and the

965

King.

liYpng-erR.

!)()8

aur; I h

<l1crs .

909
!170
071

072
r•1:1

nu

07:3
070

"

''G11n-fi~l1tr•r.''
Pla~·m~ It Alone: or. A Gnm,• for T.ifP or D<'flth
nnd the DynnmHe G..1ttg; 01·. Ari<'tta nnd thti
1tohl.,"rs of C.olcl<'n Strip,
Ornh Stak<'; and Tfow It :llnrle a Fortunr,
1>,..,:i th l>t."!innrt'; or. Ariett·1 nn 1 f11t• J)unit,l~

'' ln Croe>kPrl Canyon: or, Tl1e l'nflcrg!'Ot,nd · i~nll
'l'o Nn ;lf;rn's Land,
11
n.1111 ··:u:,,·<'rk!,: ~like"; or, .A ri<'fta nnd thP.
.
nonn<l-(' p
" Chnsing tJt,, :l!Pxicans; or, Tl,~ "IIurrah" At
Hot Ileacl Hill.

J,'"or,snle by all nt.'\\"MIPnlers, or \\1 ill be f-;ent to an:,- otJ.
POH•
drN;.t, on rN•e-ipt of t>rice, 7c. per copy, in inoney

or

t.nge stnmJ)s, b;v

HARRY E. WOLl'F. Pub., 166 W. 23d St., X. ¥.

HOW TO

WRITE THEM
Prke ~J Cents Per Cop,'l'hl~ bock f'Olltntns ,:U th<! rno~t rt:l('r,,nt c-hnngcis tn i'bl"
tnl·thocl o~ cnn~tr11c!ir.m nnd ~u~>mls:-:cion of ~cen121toc;.
~l'!"t.V L-r~11nnf(. l'OYt:i·ing evPr!" r,huse of F:('c111rrio ·writing. For snle 1,y ell Newsdr-n!e-rs and IlookrtorP~.
f ! you cannot p 1·nn1r{) a C(lpy, ti('Tid u~ the prlr~,
,'la <.·ent~. in mon 1 ·)-· er,· rost!"'.ge ~~nu1ps, and "'e will
mn!J yr,u on<·, p~sl:ig,, fr~,·- Adure~s

L. SJi.;X.\"ttl~N.:O::. 213 s~,·Pnth !}ve., New York, N. Y •
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'.\".\l'OI.EO'.\"'S OH .\Cl"l.l")I ..\:\"I>
B 4H I I\ . - - 1. 'ont hlnlnt.: 1 lit! great 11 rade
hurn. 111 ,t,-~1i11.,. uloo th ... true m~an111~ of

aln 11 ' 8 I

cha rms.

carda,

;.t n\

1'1 ·

ll

0

ct.'lt!UIUHi~s.

1

dr1.•u111a.

and

tugt!th t!r

curious

So. :!O. IIOW TO COOK .-O ne or the rnc,ot
rnstru c th·e hooks on cook ing e\'er pulillsh1._•d.

w11h

gam~•

or

Su. GO . 110\\' TO BF.( ' O)H.. \ I IIOTO11ft
l"l11<; u.. - 1 ·w11 atnhl~
.!-1•ful
mruriuatlon

riaiclpea f or cookin g meats, tish,
,-::1111,•. autl oysters: alsu pl eas, puddings, t·akt._·S

t-;"tllUing th e ca nu~ra .i 1111 uow Lo wcirk 1U; e.l

and

8l!d,•s and otht!r T1a11s v an,rnc le1. Handsome
11/usll'atetl.
l\u, 62. 1101\' TO UECo~u; A \VE~T 1'01
Mll.lTAU\' <;Al)ti.;'1'.-Explalna how to ga
admitta11t·e. cuurae of Stu<ly, Exarnlnatlou
Duties, ~1arr or Officers, Poat Guard, l-'011,
Ht!~.:"Ulat ion s. Fire Department, anU all a b
should know to be a <'ade t. By Lu Senaren
Xu. 63.
HOW TO Ht:CO~lt; A NAVA
CAUET.-Complete Instructions of how t
gain admission to the Annapoll• Naval Acad
emy.
Also contai ning the co urBe ur lnBtru
tl o n, description or ground• and Uulldlng
historical sk e tch, and e"·e rythlng a boy ahoul
know to become an officer In the U11lted Stat
Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 6~.
JIOW TO MAKE El,ECTRICA
MAClll!\t:S.-Contalnlng full direction• t
makJng elec,rlcal machtnea. tnductton coll
dynamos, and many novel toya to be worke
b y electricity. By R. A. R . Bennett. Fully I
luotrate,l.
1'"0. ti.1. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The mo

It

l'11111am,

all

h!11chs of pastry,

o.nd

a

g-n1nd

how

<·ollcc -

ur" rt::c..•lpes.
No. 2. 110\V TO DO TIUCKS. - The great
:--. ... 31. 110\V TO Bf;c; o~n; A Sl'EAKt:lt.
book of magic and ca rd tri cks, contalnln~ full
-1:ont;linlng fourteen Illustrations, 1,:ivln1,: 1h~
tnatru ctlun nr1 all the leading card trit·ks o t
dJncn-'nt po!'l- 111 on a requJalte to becom~ a good
the c1av , ~lso the most Po£Jt1lar maglral lllu- spea ker r t':.11..Jer and elocutlonlat.
Also con·
•Jona aa pe1·1onned Uy our leading ma~lclnn1;
talnfng s·ems frnm all the popular author• of
e"ery buy should ubtaln a co py or this hook.
prost! and \J0etry.
• Xu. 8.
110\\' TO Fl. lltT.-T he arts and
No. 32.
11111\' TO ut;H..\VE.-Contalnlng
WJIE'e or ttlr1atiun are fully explained by 1h11 the rulea and e 1lquett e or good aocitHY and
llttle hook.
Uesld t> s the various methods o r the easie st and 111osl approved 111 t!t hod1 or
iiautlkt>i·c.·hler, fan. ,.;'o"e, parasol, window and appear ing to good advantage at parties. ball 1,
ha t flirtation, It cunlnl na a full llat of the th e th~ntre, c hurch. and In the drawing-room.
langua t,;e and sentiment or t1owers.
No. a;;. 1-10\V TO PLAY OA.'11•:S.-A comSo. 4.
110\V TO DA~<.·ti_; ts the title of
plete and usflful little book, , ,111ta lnlng the
thta IJttl e book.
It conta lna rull lnatructlons rul e • and regulation, or b1111anls. hagatelle.
In the art or dandng, etiquette In the ball backgammon, croquet, dominoes, ~1e·.
room and at parties. how to dreos, and rull
So. 311. HOW TO SOl.\' E 'CONl :S.llltllllS.
dire ction• for calling orr In all popular square · -Containing all the leadlnl ~onunc..ln,ms ot
dan cee.
the day , amusing riddle•. cq rtoua catche• and
No. 0.
HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- witty oayl111:s.
. 1
•
plete guide to love, courtship and mnrrlnge,
!\o. 3H. 110\V TO BKCOIIE YOUR OWN
f!v~nb~e:~~~lt•le ach·lce. rul ee and etiquette t o l>OC.:'fOU .-A ,,.·onderfu l book, contatntng uae111111

I

to

mak e

1·11 .. , 11..,1a1olli<..·

Ma,;lc

Lnnte

No. 6. 110\V TO BECOME AN ATIIJ . •.;TE. ~~I :r.i1n~~; c ~fa!~!~!o~~J'"t~~rmtfn::ec;~~~~e~~ ~~~~~!11 ~~kewl~oo:ndev~~;:i:.ua~~d,c:nnt!i~~
-GlvJng full instruction t or the u1e or dumb~ every family . Abounding tn uaeful and etreclarge collec1lnn or aonga, jokes, conundrum
hella. Jndl an clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
th-e r ec:lpea f or general co mpl ul11t s .
t'lC., or Tt!rrcnce Muldoon, the great wit. hu
bare and varlou11 othe r methods of dtH·e loplng
Xo. 89. 11O\V •ro RAISI<: IHH~S. POl· t.morlst, a11d prac:tlcal joker o f the day.
& go o ct, healthy muscle; containing over sixty
TIU', 1'111EONS AND KADUl'l'S. - A useful
Su. flff. 110\V 1' 0 DO PUZZl,ES.-Cont al
1lluetrattone
and Instructive book. Hantlaomt!ly lllusrn.r tell. lnl( o·•Pr three hundred lntereatlng puzzl ell an
No. 7.
HO\V TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand So. ~II. IIOW TO !\IAKt; A.,_D St:T TltAl'S. ,·onunllrum o, with ltey to nme.
A cocnolot
1
• •mely tllu&lrated and
contalnln if full ina1r11c- -In cludi ng hlnta on how to catch moll'!!I,
hook.
Fully Illustrated.
tlnna for the management and training or the
w ea s ~ls , o tler, rats. aqu lrn•ls and hi!'Cls. ,\\sn
~o.
67 .
110\\'
TO
DO
ELt:CTU.ICA
«..'anary, mocklng'blrd. boboltnk, blackbird. par· how to curfi skins. Copiou s ly llh ietrn.l t>d.
THH ' KS. -C',mtalnlng a 1-arge collection 11r in
oqu e t parrot, etc.
N"o. -11. Tit,.; no,·s 01-' St•: \\' \ ·onK 1-;s u
struc.·tive and h1,-:-hly amusing electrical trick
'So. fl. HO\\" TO DEC01'IE A VKNTRll.0- M t-:S'S JOli.t; HOOli.. -Con talnln~ a ~r~at ,..a. tu,-:-ethe r with llluat rations.
By A. An1le1 so
Ql 'I ST.-Uy Harry Kennedy,
Every lntelllrl ety or the latest Jo k es 11 sed by the moot
No 611 110\\' TO 1111 Cllt:MICAI, TRll'li
ttt-nl hoy reading thla book ot lnatru ctlona can
famous e nd nien.
No amateur minei rel s le -C'on t nlnln~ ov e r one hundr ed highly amu
rnaater : h e nrt, nntl create any amount or fun
<·omple t p without this wonc\erfu\ little hnok.
Ing and lns tru r tlv o tricks with chemical s. C
1or himself arid rrlt•nc]s.
So. 4:! .
TIii+~ 00\"S OF NE\\.
\'OHK
A ...\ 11 ,It.. nmn.
Handsomely lllustratf'c.l.
.
'.\"o. 10. IIOW '1'0 BOX.-The art or oelf- S1'1'~11' ,wt:.-\ Kt: R .-<'ontnlnlng a \'o.rletl n•!\o. 6V. 110\\' TO 110 Sl. t:IGHT-Ol•"-IIA!\
de1entte maae eaay.
Containing over thirty sor·lnh'll l or stump spe-.•chi•s , :,.;egro, Dutch and
--Co ntaining- ove r tHty ot the latest anrl be
ll lustratlona
of
i;uarda.
blows,
and
the ·differ·
Iri sh.
Also (•nd men's _1 11 ),:,,,-i.
t~!~r~s u s ell e!~ y n 1a 1< ~; 1a _ns.F ;1i1Yso tfl~~~~~~~,~~ t
08 1
1 8 0 11 11 8 1 111
1
:~:1u 1~ ~~ 1"a~~ (~ie ~r
a:uve,i;ratr~I~~
~o . .is. 110\\' TO Ut:c·oltt-: A M.·\(.ICI..\S . 8 ...~~-1 0fl.
'- 110\\' ... TO
l)O ~tt:(;IIASICA
tJni bo o ks. a s It will t eac h yo u how to box -~untnlnln).:' the gra nd cs t aasor tm ent of mag- TIUC' K S.-ConUt.lnlng compl e t e Instructions r
wf~t!>~utt I . a~ l(~'{\·1 ~,\•t;t"\:HITE L0\'E- I .. E1"ff,;US. ~~slo 1i1;;1,~~~"!1tel~·e-~aidl:cr~ra~~~~~~n!.h~tci.u hllc.
performing ove r
alxty
Me c hanical
Trick
- A most cu mpl ete little book. con telnl ng lull
No. H.
IIIIW 1'0 WUITE l:S AN Al.- Fu~',;_ 11~2.str~;:,\v TO DO SIXT\" TRI('!(
dire ctions ro r writing tove-lettera, and when Ul'1U .-A ,:rand coll ect ion of A I bum , .. erse s \\'ITII CARU~. - Embraclng all of the lat e
to uae t hem, ,;lvlng ape c hnen lett e r• tor suitable for any tim e and OC<'RSlon; emhro.c- and mos t d .•;e ptlve card trtck1. wl 1h lllu
young· and old
~~r.LIFtt~! ,:;~t. L;~4;{ ~~~~/~rE"n~r!t'~{~,~ n~. () !-~~; tratl ons.
Xo. 12. HOW TO WIUTE I.ETTERS TO Sullabl~ ro r \"nlenlln•'• nncl W,•,l,lln"•·
Xu . , :l. 110\\' TO DO TRICKS WITII Xl 1
1. ADIES.-Glvlng complete Instru ctions tor
Xo. -iii. TIii-: BO\"S 01' :SEW \ "ORK .,11s- nt: HS.-Showln,: many curious tri<-k• wit
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; alao i-iTlll<~I. tH ' ll)t•; ANU JOKI<; DOOK.-Sorne· n.:ure a and the magic o f numbers. Hy A. A
let~~~a 1°a~ 1~:o~iu~.~~ni>OO~!;; a~~- rnr>:t~a.o,,~ lhlng new anrJ \·p ry lnslructlve.
{;:\·Pry hny
de~S.\l_n.,._r-,~~1(),ill~~~i{\~f~iTE I.F.TTl·: ns co
1
8 11
ETIQUt:TTE.-ll la a great life aecret, and
;~,~~~•tl~~ll~'"ll~o/h~:ff;;l~~flg aaA.nlt a~;/l~~ n{, ;, ~ ttt:( ' TI . \ ".-Contalnln~ rull
In RI ru, ·1 lon1 f
""~ lhet e\'e r y young man dealrea to kn ow u.11 : sln-'l trnupP .
writing letter, on almost any e1il11P1't; al
aUout
There'!'I happin ess In It.
1
~o. 46 . IIO\V TO ~IAKI<; ASU 1·sJ1~ 1<:1. t ;{' rulf>I for punctuation amt comp11!'1-1tln11. wit
~o. 14 . 110\V TO MAKE CA!\D\',-A com- ' Tltll 'IT\',-A descrlprlc,n or th•
•P~_.t,,'_rn.,e,.n_ le t t • r,,•.- Tl> n•'.('()~. IF. .\ ,. ~.J( ' Rt:
plete hand-hook fur making all kinda ot 1 ,is• •S o f ~IP<'trlrlty Rr,<1 f'lt~,·t r o mngn l'wnnch•rrul
tl!'!: m; to·"'
"
1111
...
' 0
<'&nrty. i <'e · <.· r t.•am. syrups, ess~ncea, etc., etc.
gpth t-i r w ith full lnstruc·tlona for mnklnl{ F.lec· -C'ontalnlni.; tricks with
01 c
Domlno t~~.
So. 18. 110\V 1'0 Bi:COMt; B1<: AUTll-"l"I .. trlc • Toys, n.ntte,les. Ptc.
ny Geor1,:e Trf"hf'I , Cups and Ualls. Hats. etc. Emhra, ·111,.; thlrt
-One or the brightest and moat valuable A. ~, .. ~f. o .
Conta
ining
over
nrty
lllustrna1~_
.
,1,1_1u!
,
ll'r
.
at
ic
,
n
•,,
,
1TlY
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tittle books ever given to the world.
Every· ,
_,
-1-1
• 1" 1 1 _, 1
8
0
110
body wish,; s to know how to berome beautl· I tto;~-. 4 K.
II()\\' TO Dl'JJ . t> A~·n SAIi . TIii<: IIASl>.-ContRlnlng rules for 1ellln
1 ul.
both male and f emale.
The aecre t Is
h
k r
b
r ortu n P8 hy the ntct or 11nl"S or 1h1• hn.nct.
1
1
• imple. anrl almost <'( 1 SIIPSS.
f~·~ l~~~~~:OQ~ hr~~d~~n~;~lll'tf~g ~:~·0;:~\~d'\~! the st-<· r el o f palmistry. Also th..- :-i,·~·rc-t
No. 20
110\\" TO l·: ~' Ti': RTAJS AS
I ninot poi,u lar manner o f ,at1lng them.
Fully 1t>lllng ruture e\'Pnts hy aid or 111°1,~. mar k
l'.\"11 PAR'l'Y.-A complete co;,,pendlu°in ..ot
Illustrated.
' "'' !._!.·,·,·. "-,•-.e_. Hll))",",!"".'r·o~ - I)') L'()r• ·r,· ·1·1•1rK
f., :'t tnea. sports, cn.rrl dl,.·crslona, comic recltas
40
11O\V TO l)J<.. B~TI+'
(;I t g
I
'
.,
•
•
•·
"
"
lions. e t c•., sutlnble ror parlor or drawing, 0 ; c~ond~ic-tlng debates, 'oi'itthi";;- ; 0 ; ndeh~':;s~ \\'ITII CAROi-\. -C'o ntninln~ <lt>1 ·1'p~i,e Ca r
r oom enlPrlainment.
qut>Stlona ftir discussion, and !he best SOllrc·P!I Trh-k!'I ns pC'rtnrme<l hy 1,~ncllng ,•,m 111r,.rs an
,7,:;n 1,11~~l:\~~':lnl!l~;,~ :.~rngF!~l~.,- e";,~~ fp r procurlni,, Inf orma tion on the qu,sllono m;;~:•·I;•~'."· HOW TO DO Tilt: Rl...\('li ART.
p11hlleh ed.
It <'ontaina full Instru c tions ahout
~l\'f"n.
("'nn1Rlnlng a complete c1 r!i11•r lptton nf 1he my
&"Una hunting dugs, trap1, trapplnK an<l t\sh·
~u. no.
110\\' TO STlll·'I' HIH.ll~ AXU tPrl,·~ of Ma)?lc and Slelght·of-Jlan<l. tugeth
l.1g, t oge th er with de1crt1>tlon of game and
:\:\'l!\1AL8.-A \'Bluable honk, giving lnstru c· wl!h many w,,nch•rful experiment!.
Ry
fleh .
tl on tt In collertlng, prPpRrlng, mountin g and
Anilt>r~nn.
llluatrat ed.
No. 22
110\V 1'0 DO SECO:SD Sll,HT.- 1> r" •erv1ng hlrch . nnlmnlo nnd lnsN·ts.
!\n. ,9. IIOW TO Rt:C'O~IF. AN ACTOR.
Heller•a seco nd sight explained by hl1:1 former
Xo. l\l .
110\V TO llO TJU(' l{S \\"ITII
Cnnlnlnln,:;- c-omp letP. tnetru,·1ton~ how to mu
asalstant. FrPd Hunt, Jr. Explaining hnw the · C'AH.UR.-Cn n1alnlnfit'. explanntlnns or th{' "'"'"· up r,ir various characters un the stag<'; t
secret rllaloi;ues were car ri ed on betwee n the eral prlnc-lplrs o f alf>lghl·Of ·hnnrl appllc-nhlP
Jr{PlhPr with the c1utlea of !he Hinge ~Tan:u?e
1n a glclan and.t'1E" boy on !he stage: also glv- t o (' ard tricks; of cant trl c·ks with orc11nar y
Prom ptPr 8c-~nlc Artist nnc1 l'r111H·1·1y :\tan.
111g all the codes and algnala.
cords. nn<l not requiring slehrht·of-hnnd; of
So . MO
ca·~ \\"11.1. IA:'tS' JOli.t: BOOK .
No. 28. 110\\' TO t<.: XPI .. AIS l)U,J<;Al\lS. - tric-1c.s Involving aleh:hl •n r -hnn<l. or the u~P n r rontalntng the httE'st Jokes. n,w,·dotPS :l.
Thta lhlle honk gives the e xplanatl o n to all
appcla.lly prrpa red carrls.
lllt1~1rntPd.
runnv stories o r this worl1t-rennw11 P1 l GPnn
kinda of rl1·Pama. tol{ether with lucky and
~o. l'\2. 110\V TO 1~1.A.\' ( ' AKl>i-\. -Cl \'ln,-c ,·om~rlln.n .
Sixty-four pages ; hnntlsnme C',l
unlueky <ln.ys.
·
t)l.e rule• and full directions for nlaylnJ1;' o rE'd co\'er con taining a halt-tone photo
Su. 2~.
HOW TO WRITE l ,ETTt; us TO Euchr• , Crlbbo. Ke, Casino. Forty-flve, Hu111we , the author.
GEN'ft.t:l\11•:S.-Cotalnlng full cJlrec-tlona for
f'edro San<'ho, Draw l'nker, Auction PltC'h, All
No. 81. 110\\' TO MES~IF.RIZF:.- ·-~0ntal
writing to g-entlemen on all subjects.
Foure. an<l many other popular gnmea o r Ing the moat apnroved meth ods of m "flmf' rls
No. 2;; HO\V '1'0 nt;{' OMJI; A (i\"M~ .\ST. carcls.
alsn how t f'I c,1re all ktncts or cll~N1~es
Containing ru ·II lnetru c t)Of!B for all kl nds o t
~o. ,i:l. IIO\\'
TO \\' RITE LF.TTl<: H.S.-:\
animal mo~netbim. o r m~g n e tlc t~-ealli~K-.. H
gymnast i<' sp,1r1s anrl alhletlc exe rcJs e1.
EmwonclPrful llttle bnnk, telling you hnw to P r of. Leo Hugo Ko<'h. A . . .8 . au o r 11
bracing thlrty·flve lll uat ratl o na.
WJ'lte to ~·o 11 r swPPlhPRrt, your fath e r, mothrr. to~:'P 2~tlztei;~,\,tC,.
f?O PAl .l\tlS'fR\".-C'o
0
11
A
··;1:u !!~)~~~d~Ai~1frn!~r~~;,~~·: BIS t e r , Urn th er, employe r ; 8nd • In fact, every talnlng the mnst approved mPthoda of rea
a.re given tn this little book, together wllh l11 - h nrly noll anyho<ly you wish to write to.
Ing thf" tine• on tl,~ hand. together with a ru
1tru ctlons on swimming and rtdtn·g, compa nion
So. l\,I, 110\\' TO Kt+-: 1<: 1• A!'IID MASA.<;1<: explA. natton of their meaning.
Alao expl al
aporu tn h11::11 t ·lt.:.
l'l':TR -G l\'lng complete lnr orma tl on as to the Ing phrenoloJ:"y. and th~ key for telling c h
No. 27 .. IIOW TO Rt:('11'E A!\I> BOOK 01-· manner nnd meihod o r raising, keeping, tam - aeter hy the hump• o n the h ead.
Fly l
RECITATIO!\S. -Con l nlnl ng the moot popular 1111< , hre~fllng, ancl man,:,glnl't all kin /lo or pets;
Hugo K oc h . A.<:'.R.
Fully lllustratefl .
•elections tn uae, comp rlalng Dut c h dlalect.
also giving ful Instructions for making c aKe•,
So. H3. HO\\' TO H \"PNOTIZE.-f'ontalnl
French diale c t. Yankee and Irish dialect
etc.
Fully explained hv twenty·eight llluavaluahle and Instructive Inf or mation r eR'n
plecea. together with many standard readlnge.
tratlona.
Ing th e a c ten ce o r hypnotlam .
Also E'Xpla
?-o 28.
HOl\' TO TEI.I. 1' 0RTVNt:s.Xo. 55. HOW TO COJ.l,F:CT STAMPS AXD Ing th• moot approved methods which •
Everyont! 18 d~slroua ot knowing what hi• COIXS.-f'on talnlng v1:1.luable Information re· e mployed by the leadlnR' hypnotlats o f t
future life wlll hrlnl{ forth, wheth e r happlneaa gardlng the collecting and arranging or world. By Leo Hugo Koch , A.C. 8 .
or mloery , wealth or poverty.
You can tell
otampo and coins.
Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN Al.TH
by a - glance at this little ho0k .
No. ~6.
HOW TO BECOME AN EN- -Containing Information regarding choice
No. 29. HOW TO BF:COMt: AN 1:SVENT()R. OINEER.-Contalnlng lull Instruction• how to oub1ecta, the uoe or word• and the manner
- Every boy shC'luld know h ow Invention• orig·
become a locomotive engineer; alao dlrecllona prei:,arlng and auhmlttlng manuacrlpt .
Al
tnate.d.
Thia hook explatna them all, glvtns
for building a model Jocomottve: together containing valuable Information aa to
example• In electricity, hydraultca, magnet•
with a tull deacrlption ot everythtn,r an enneatnea1, legtblltty and seneral compoatllo
tun. optics. pneumatlc1. mechanlc1, etc.
gt6eer ehould know.
manu1crtpt.
•
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aale by all newsdealers, or wlll be aent to auy addreH on receipt or price, 10 eta. per copy, or 8 for 2:1 eta., In money or poatare stantpa,
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